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Perhaps, the greatest factor, in the development of Barboursville, before the War, WEcS the "Kanawha Road," which started at James River, a few miles east of White Sulphur Springs,
and thence, by way of the springs, across Green Brier River, to
Louisburg, and on, to Charleston, where it crossed the Kanawha
River by means of a ferry, and then came on, by way of St. Albans and old Hurricane to Barboursville. From here, the road
crossed the Guyandotte River, below the present bridge and
followed the Pea Ridge route, to Russell Creek, to the Spring
Hill Cemetary on Walnut Hills. It then went by Marshall College
and turned to the left, and down Fifth Avenue and followed the
Ohio River bottoms to the mouth of the Big Sandy. This old road
came through Barboursville, on the present site of Main Street,
in front of the Court House. Mr. Claudius Crozet was the engineer, who laid it out. He was a Frenchman, and predicted that
the land, on which Huntington is now located, would, some day,
become the site of a great city. The people of Guyandotte were
very much dissatisfied, with the r oute, from Barboursville, to
Big Sandy, claiming th&t a foreign engineer had tried to kill
their town, by directing their trade, to a point beyond it,
making the terminus of the road, as they said, in the woods,
at the mouth of the Big Sandy. In the early 1830's some of the
citizens, of Guyandotte, formed a Stock Company,
built the
road, from the mouth of Mud, to Guyandotte, on the upper side
of the Guyandotte River, thus correcting what they considered a
grave mistake, of the "foreign'' engineer, who had reported that
side of the river as hardly fit for a great highway. It seems
that our modern engineers have, at least, partially vindicated
Crozet, for they have recommended the Pea Ridge route, for the
new graded road, from the mouth of Russell Creek, to Barboursville, prefering to bridge the Guyan River twice rather than
follow the other route. The Guyandotte Company built the first
bridge across Mud River, on almost exactly the site, of the
present bric-3.ge, and in fact, all the others that have since been
built. They sold their interest, to the James River Company,
in a year or two and they rebuilt the bridge in 183 , in a more
subst&ntial manner than the Guyandotte Company had built it.
It was a wooden structure, and looked c:llmost exactly, like the
covered bridge, which many of our old citizens can well remember. The Killlawha Road, in importance, stood third on the list,
of all the roads, across the 1-u legheny Mountains. The great
"National Road, 11 through, the northern part of our st,_;_te, and
Ohio~. Indiana, and Illinois, to the Mississippi River, being the
most important of all the r utes. "The Cumberland Gap" route,
leading from the Valley of Virginia, through K:"ntucky wa.s, perhaps, second in importance, while the Kanawha route was, unquestionable, third. This road, from the Big Sandy to the
James, in its steepest placest had a grade of only five degrees,
and a road bed of twenty-two reet, while the right of way, in
many places, was sixty feet. In the days of its splendor, it
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was a great turnpike, over which magnificient stage coaches,
drawn by four or six horses, galloped or trotted along, and
carried the eminent statesmen, such 2s Henry Clay, Henry Banks,
Madison, Jackson e.nd others, to the white Sulphur Springs, or,
on to Washington, and return. Over it, passed great loads of
merchandise, going East, with the products of the West, or
returning witL tobacco or other manufa ctured goods, from the
East. They were drawn in the "Old Virginia Conestoga," or
"North Carolina" wagons, which were but dift'erent names, for the
same thing. Long before the building of this road, there had
been another road, across the mountz;ins called the "Old State
Road." This wa s built, into Greenbrier County, in 1786 and 1787.
It wa s not long until this road was continued to the Ohio, but
the date is not definitely known. It is known that there was
some kind of a road, from Cabell County to Kanawha as early as
1801+, and the Kanawha records show that roads were authorized
to be surveyed, as early ~s 1802. It is more than probable,
that this part of the road was made under authority, of the
County Courts of Cabell c:md Kanawha. The demand for roads, among
these western pioneers can best be understood, by an inspection
of the records of the different counties. It is difficult to
conceive of any road, in use today, that was not pointed out,
or established, at a very early date.
Scarcely a court convened, but one, or ~ore roads were
ordered surveyed. The people were collected under a superintendent, and assigned a certain road, on or near which they lived,
in order to keep it in repair. Cabell County had not been in
existence five years, until roads were opened to the Falls of
Guyan, tc Big Sandy, to the Little Guyandotte, up Seven Mile,
Twelve Pole, Four Pole, in fact, to all parts of the present
county and even into Wayne, Mason, Lincoln, and Putnam Counties.
They were not so particular about the kind of roads, as they were
to have reads of some kind.
In the building of the road, between Barboursvill e and Char leston, there is no doubt, but that the salt industry, e~st of
Charleston, was a strong f actor. This wa s a necessary article,
among all clQsses, and, while it is true, that Thomas Ward made
small quantities of salt, on Guyan River between Salt Rock and
Martha, and also on the Big Sandy River, it is certain that he
did not begin to supply the demand, and, e:. s previously stated,
on pack horses, and bring back, at most, a few bushels of that
precious commodity. At first, the price w2. s two dollars and
upwe,rds, per bushel, but, with increased competition, and improved methods of manufacture, and with the opening of the
turnpike, and also the use of steamboats, on the Kanawha, and
the Ohio Rivers, making transportation cheaper, the price decreased.

Lead was also a necessity. There were no lead mines, in this
region, hence, in the very early days, it was sometimes found
(2)

(

necessary to travel over the mountE1ins, into the Valley of
Virginia. Louis Summers passed over the ea st~rn part of the
road, as early as 1808. He kept a journ~l, and reported that
salt was then selling, at two dollars a bushel, at the Ruffner
Works above Charleston, but t hat he could have bought it, at one
dollar per bushel, provided he would agree not to sell i-c, for
less than two dollars. There were no trusts, in those days,
as now known, but it seems that the idea was beginning to develop. His journal shows that even, at this early date, drovers
were beginning to drive their hogs through, from Ohio and Kentucky. This furnished sale, for a limited amount of corn, and
thus supplied the pioneers with money, which, at that time, was
so scarce, that hides, or furs, and salt were about the only
mediums of exchange. Considerable travel was directed to Richmond, the capitol of the state. The early law makers r ode over
the mount&ins, on horseback, to attend the sessions of the Legislature, and returned the same way. Before the formHtion of
Cabell County, this region was a part of Kanawha County. George
Clendenin, the founder of Charleston, and Daniel Boone, the
great Kentucky pioneer and Indian fighter, bec ame the first representatives, from Kanawha County, and incidently, from what ·
later became Cabell County. These men appeared in the Legislative Halls, at Richmond, clad in the same garb, which they
were accustomed to wearing at home. The contrast between the
western members, and the polite aristocracy of the ea st, was so
noticeable, that class distinctions became unavoidable. The
people of the west were often refered to, in later years, as
"hewers of wood and drawers of water . " This only intensified
the feeling between the two sections, and helped to form that
strong sentiment, in the West, which l ater resulted in the new
state of West Virginia.
After the cor;dng of the stages, there was a wonderful change
in the manners and customs, of the people. Many, more or less
aristocrc tic families, moved from Virginia, into the Kanawha
Valley, and gradually extended, to the Kentucky line, where the
typical old Virginia gentleman met his kinsmen, who had come by
routes other than the James River and Kanawha. The increase in
travel was immense. "The Kanawha. Banner" in an editorial, December 9, 1831, estimated that twenty- five hundred travelers were
passing over the road annually a:~ding to the money circulation,
of the region, more than seventy- five thousand dollars. Previous
to this time, the more respectable travel had been compelled to
persue the circitous route, through Kentucky, by way of the Cumberland Gap, or the northern route, over the National Road.
Much travel both, from the ea st and the west, was attracted
to this region on account of the magnificent scenery, and the
fact that the road passed through the most celebrated springs
of the south.

The Kanawha Road
With all the bad roads which the early pioneers were under
the necess-ity of using, one would imagine that men would remain
at horJe, and thus avoid the unpleasantness and inconvenience of
travel; yet, anyone, who has ever had access to the early records,
diaries, and -writings of our forefathers cannot fail to be impressed, with the number of persons journeying, over the mountains,
and elsewhere;.

It is probably true, that the absence of news-

papers, and ready means of communication made people more inquisitive, at that early day than now.

This travel made it

necessary that "Houses of entertainment" be est&blished, at more,
or less regular intervals; otherwise,, the general public would be
under the necessity of caring for the travel, from the glowing
accounts it often read of the hospitality of the early pioneers,
we would infer that every horae was open to anyone who might chance
to pass through.

Therefore, we are surprised

to

find these Houses

of Entertainment so ·widely distributed, as an examination of the
County Court records would indicate.

The writer has carefully

examined the records of Cabell County for severGl years from 1814
and finds this statement to be correct.
The law required every person, wr_o wished to lrnep tavern,
to obtain a license from the County Court, and to enter into bond
and security.
ing a license:

The following is a copy of one of the records grantto Thomas Morris in 1814:

"On the motion

of

Thomas Morris, ordinary license is granted him, to keep an ordinary
~'

in the town of Barboursville at the house now occupied by Ben

:Maxey, who thereupon, with Cadwaller Chapman, his security, came
into Court and gave bond, as the law directs."

The earlier County

Court records are misplaced.
The license fee was usually about ~~18.00 per year, and proportionately less, for a shorter time.
The records show that Peter Dirting (now spelled Dirton) was
granted such a license, in 1814.

He was jailer also, but died

about 1815, and his widow, Elizabeth Dirting, continued to keep
an ordinary at her house, in Barboursville, for several years.

In 1815, license were granted to John Everett, Samuel Short, Jeremiah Ward, Thomas Morris, Adam Black, George·Chapman, John McConahan, John Morris, June and Joseph McGonigle.
Jeremiah Ward lived somewhere, in the region of Four Pole
creek; Thomas Morris lived in Barboursville; John McConihan in
Guyandotte; Adam Black lived near the present Town of Ona; while
John Morris lived on the road a few miles above.

Adam Black con-

tinued to keep ordinary for years, although it is not certain he
kept one all the time.

In fact, he was keeping hotel and stage

stand, in a building yet standing about three miles below Milton,
up to the Civil War.

John Y. Chapman kept, in Guyandotte and Ben

Maxey, in Barboursville.

In 1817, Ben }!acey, Phillip Bauragardner,

Elizabeth Dirting, William Mccomas, June and Thomas Morris were
alJ. keeping in Barboursville.

In 1818, James Conner, who lived

in the valley, near Culloden, took out a license, where he con(,
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tinued to keep, for some time, while John Shelton was licensed to

keep "at a brick house he rented of Thomas Ward, in Barboursville."
The County Court had the legal right, to fix the ordinary
rates, in this county, but as usual, except, that lodging was
12-1/2¢, oats and corn 12-1/2¢ per gallon, horse, standing in hay
all night, 12-1/2¢.
half pint.

Cordial, cherry bounce and gin 18-3/4¢ per

The Court seemed to forget to fix the rates on this

occasion, for "Whiskey and Peach Brandy, but a little later they
were fixed at 18-3/4.f per half pint, peach brandy, per ditto
18-3/4¢.

On page 215 of this same record, we fixed whiskey could

be sold at $2.00 per gallon, the best wine and peach brandy, at
$6.00 per gallon, while meals were 25¢ each.
It is not likely that these rates were always charged, as
they were the maximum.

Nearly all the old men with whom the

writer has conversed on the subject, insist that liquor could be
had at a very much cheaper rate, in their day.

Long before this

in 1802, the County Court of Kanawha County had established a rate
of 8-13¢ for lodging, meals 25¢, whiskey per half pint 10¢ #1
peach brandy l~-1/2;, beer, or cider, per quart 10¢.
Stephen Teays settled at Coalsmouth about 1800, on the lower
side thereof.

Here he established a ferry, and kept an inn and

worked on his farm, and entertained the travel, which was then
frora, and to the Ohio River, at Gallipolis and Point Pleasant.
Later, his son, James T. Teays, ca.!i1e and settled where the turnpike crossed Coal River in 1831, and built a small two-story frame
hotel.

When Judge Lewis Summers made his tour from Alexandria

to Gallipol_is, he kept a Journal, in which he makes the following

note:

"Tavern kept by Tyree; pretty good house."

This was

Richard F. Tyree, who, it is claimed, kept the first House of
Entertainment in Lewisburg.
Probably the most celebrated tavern, on the whole route,
with the possible exception of the one at v.Jb.ite Sulphur Springs,
was Callaghans, of whom more anon.

He came, at a very early time,

and left his name perpetuated by Callaghan Station, on the C

&
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Railro&d, near which he was located.
John Hansford moved to the Kanawha River below Paint Creek,
in 1799, and built the first frame house on the Kanawha River.
He kept a House of Entertainment, and was militia Captain and also
a magistrate.

Henry Clay and Henry Banks, land speculators, mem-

bers of the Legislature, and of Congress, and travelers generally,
stopped there.

They had muster rolls each year, spring and fall.

Here from all parts of the county, the militia would gather.
Hccnsford made peach and apple brandy, and let it age.

Hr.

After the

muster practice, he would roll out a barrel of brandy, and then
purposely disappear, as the sequel did not fully accord with the
dignity of his official position.
mence.

The fighting would soon com-

They amused themselves, by what was known as "gouging, 11 in

a process of fighting with nails, purposely trimmed sharp.

Such

were the mountain taverns, before the building of the Kanawha
Road.

They had their origin, in the very necessities of the time.

From the list of names of these early t2.verns, it seems that
almost every backwoodsman was a tavern keeper.

This indicates

that there was considerable travel in that early day, and also,
(.

that money was scarce.

(The early landlords differed from those

of a later day, in that they were not tavern keepers by profession.
r ____.

They were hunters, farmers and ferry ke epers, as well.

Aside from

the fact that they kept liquor for sale, they made little, or no
extra preparation fer their guests.)

(Reminiscences .o f 1Uvah

Hansford.)
The travel was of a transient and spasmodic nature, and, if
one house should be over-crowded, the doors of all the others were
open.

Most of the buildings, even in the towns, were of logs.

Almost in the center of Barboursville until a few years ago,

a.vi

old log dwelling was standing yet, a reminder of the days, when
only the wealthy could afford better buildings.

The traveler, who

chanced to stop at one of these first ordinaries, found little to
distinguish it, from an average mountain cabin.

The food consisted

of whatever the season afforded; molasses of homemade sugar, game,
fruit in the natural state, or dried, but never canned.
PUinpkin and beans, dried in strings over the fire, formed the
bulk of the food.

This, with the corn bread, made of meal, ground

at the little water mills, was a meal fit for a king.

At night,it

was no uncomLion thing for a guest and his family to occupy the
same room, as sitting roo~ and bedroom, tell their hunting and
Indian stories, and drink liquor fron the s~me de~ijohn.
After the building of the pike, the Inn.s took on a more mercenary character.

The landlords were no longer, to the same extent

as before, men of all trades, but they now became innkeepers, by
profession.

As the stages only stopyed at certain places, it is

probable. that there were not as many, as before; at least, they
(
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were not so scattered.

About the only source we have, as to the

character of the Taverns of tha..t day, is the newspapers published,
at Charleston; and of those only a few files are known to be in
existence, and those covering only a period of only about ten or
twelve years at the beginning of the pik e's history.

In Charleston,

George Goshorn kept at the"sign of the Jackson Hall," on the bank
of the river, just above
House."

11

the Middle Ferry , and opposite the Court

Mr. Goshorn kept the ferry,(Kanawha Banner, April 11, 1831),

and hence wa s able to direct much of the travel his way.

This ad

was dated 1820, but, he states, that "he still continues to carry
on the business of tavern keeping," shewing that he was there, pre~ious to that date.
The Charleston Hotel stood "in the center of the beautiful
village of Charleston and immediately on the bank of the Great
Kanawha River, nearly opposite the steam- boat landing .. "
Spottswood wa s the proprietor.

George

At first it was a stage stand, but

a change was made to Major Ruffner•s, about a mile and a half above
town.

Mr. Spottswocd adroitly calls attention to the fact that the

"charges a t stage establishments are sometimes unrea sonable," and
"hop es the removal of the stages will not prevent these desirous
of resting a few days, and awaiting a boat from putting up at his
house.

Charges are:
25J for each meal

12½¢ for lodging,
50,i for horse (24 hours) .

Cheaper rates by the week or month."

He makes the significa.nt

remark , "A mocera. te allowance of genuine old rye free to travelers,

l

grati s , u 2.nd "in conclusion, he begs to assure the public that

nothing an old Virginian can do for the comfort of those who may
\

call on him shall be neglected."

One of the most celebrated houses of entertainment, on the
whole route, was kept by Najor Daniel Ruffner, one and a half
miles east of ChQrleston.

He owned hundreds of acres of land,

and has as find pastures a s the Kanawha Valley could boa st of.
traveler, in 1832, described it as

11

"A

a fine brick house, embowered

in trees and grapevines, with a noble apiary, about a mile south of
the village of Charleston.

We regretted to see the family mansion

of the old worthy Cohoe desecrated to the use of a hotel.

The

fields of the Western man of Uz we could not discover nearer than
four miles from the mansion.

He further states that more than a

thousand acres of fine corn and grass were growing on the place.
Major Ruffner began keeping here about 1820.

There was a camp

meeting ground near his farm at which the people gathered every
year fr om all parts of the count,:y.
the

11

Her@ -they would listen to

wit, wisdom, and eloquence" of ministers of earnestness and

ability rarely surpassed at the present day; while their horses
fed on the great pastures of Mr. Ruffner.

The name of t his

typical old Virginian is still perpetuated by his descendants in
the "Ruffner House" c..t Charleston, one of the finest hotels in the
city.
Most of the advertisements for the se old Ho:r:ies of "Entertainment" were of a condescending na ture.

In 1830 c.V.Drecli:sler

opened the Saline Hotel at the Salines, 6-i/2 miles east of
Charleston.

He had

11

extensive stabling provided with wholesome

hay, corn and oats and careful ostler.

~

"By strict attention to

the. comfort of travelers he hopes to merit a share of public
patronage" "Separate rooms for the accommodation of private
families always in re2.diness. 11

This wa s to accm111odate the local

tr~vel to the Salines, as it was too close to Ruffner's to be a
stage stand, a haclt would run to Charleston morning and evening.
A Northerner, traveling over this route rarely
failed to notice the condescension of the landlords.
Said one: "The mountain taverns are moreover, exceedingly
hospitable and attentive, with a full measure of "Yankee"
curiousi ty. 11 (Kanawha Banner, January 7, 1831).
·
The same writer, speaking of the Tavern, at Kanawha Falls
says:

"The tavern iskept, by a gocd natured chunk of a man, who,

like Sancho, cast a shadow of nearly the same when lying as when
standing.

He w&s obliging, almost to annoyance, ~nd officiousness,

as I may remark in passing, and so are all the landlords, in
these new routes, where passing has recently been let in upon the
solitudes, like light in ancient fable, upon the lower regions.
Mountaineers are fixed along the new route, allured by the passing,
and are either taverners or .people who furnish them with supplies."
The editor of the Banner, hcwever, takes issue, with this
opinion of our landlord.

"The author has already mistaken the

part and bearing of mine host at the Falls.

True native politene ss

is one of the most striking amcng the many good qualities of this
gentleman."

11

A better t avern or a more agreeable landlord is

seldom met with anywhere.

Another writer, quoted in The Gazeeter,

of Virginia, speaks of it as a "spacious hotel, which stands
opposite the Falls."

Fourteen miles east of Kanawha Falls Phillip Metzger, in
1831, owned a large farm and stage station.

In an, ad, to sell

the property, he said there w&s over a hundred acres cleared.

11

It

wa s a large and commodious dwelling house, with all necessary outhouses.

It has a barn 80 feet in length, and 20 feet in width;

and under the barn thirty- two st2lls.

Part of them are not yet

finished."
Robert W. Poindexter was Proprietor of "Liberty Hall" situated
on the turnpike, ten miles below Charleston, at the
occupied by Nrs. E.B. Thornton."

11

house formerly

This would be a mile or two

above St. Albans.
One mile below Charleston, at "Will ow Grove" Mrs. Watson
"is prepared to entertain tr&.velers at her house on the south
side of the Kanawha."
The Kanawha Banner, of Feb. 13, 1831, contains an ad by
Daniel Morgan, of Washington County, Ky. offering to rent for one
year, and perhaps, more, all that farm, ferry and t&vern seat in
Cabell Co., Va., on the Ohio River, and immediately above the
mouth of Big Sandy, at the t ermination of the turn- pike road. 11
We learn, from this ad, that "David EcCorrr.ick lived, on the pr emises, and that "considerable land has been recently cl eared and
there has been considerc:;bl e made by k eeping store hous e . 11

In 1832, Naupin's Corners, and Wilson's Taverns, were
scattered along the rcute, betwe sn Barboursville and Hurric~e
Bridg~,.
_._ I

From the "Gazeteer of Virginia and District of Columbia,
"published in 1835, we learn that there was a hotel at Gauley
Bridge, stage stand, and a "good tavern at Coals 1-~outh."

At

Hansford P.O., opposite the mouth of Paint Creek "The only houses
are a mercantile store, and a House of Entertainment.

There

were three hotels, each at Charleston and Lewisburg, while around
White Sulphur Springs "Several large and handsome hotels have
sprung up in the neighborhood, for a distance of six or seven
miles, with the view of merely accommodating the company overflowing, from the limited accommodations of the Springs."

At

Frankford there was a tavern then miles N.E. of Lewisburg.
short distance off the pike, were two t E;verns.

A

There were also

excellent taverns, at Blue Sulphur Springs, and other springs
in the vicinity of White Sulphur.
May, kept noted hostelries.
those days.

At Lewisburg, Frazier and

This was a great court town, in

The State Law Library was located here.

Around

these taverns, judges, lavzyers and jurors, mingled with the
aristocra.cy of the road.
fro□

When court was in session, tourists.

the White Sulphur, frequently came over to spend t ~.e day

and listen to the great speeches, made by such men as Judge
G.W. Summers, an orator, of such ability, as to have attracted
attention, in any court in the United States.
From the Guya.ndotte Herald, of December 1,

1854-5,

we le&rn

the names of some of the hotels, in Guyandotte, and Barboursville
at that time.

The "Eagle Hotel" at Guy.J.ndotte

John W. Baumgardner.

'

o.

.,

'

WE.s

kept by

Moore and J.H. Vandiver were proprietors

of the. Union Hotel, on the "Corner of Guyan and Front Streets
near the steamboat landing."
he had recently enlarged.

James Stuart r2.n the Stuart, which

This was situated on Hain Street, bag-

gage was brought, from the river, free of charge •
.An old lady living in Guyandotte, stated that John G. Wright

kept a hote1, on the river bank, and that the hotel, on Main
Street, stood where the Page

&

Everett Building now stands.

claims the w·r ight Hotel wa s the better of the two.

She

The :<ain

Street hotel was operated by many different people, among them
was one named Smith, who fell dmm stairs, and broke his neck.
He was not related to the

S□ iths

living in Guyandotte.
McKendree ran a temperance

Mrs .. Evan Blume and ¥..rs.

tavern on Front Street, in Barboursville, "free from a set of
drunken loafers who always lay around a whiskey tavern."
John Hatfield and William Merritt also kept taverns.
The stage stands, along the route, were always located in
connection with the taverns.

Mr • .Anderson Bias, who I have

previously quoted, and who worked on the road, about 1852, said,
at that time, the stage stands were located us follows:
first was, at the mouth of Sandy.

The

One was at Coal's Mouth, of

which the proprietor was John Overshiner.

The next of which

he has any recollection was kept by Geo. P. Huddleston, three
miles below the Falls, on the left of the Pike, going ec.st.
Aaron Stockton had a tavern, at the Falls.

It was a three-

story brick, located just above the Fall Rock, on the right of the
Pike, going east, two &nd a half miles, above Stockton's.

Old

man 1-Iiller kept at the foot of Gauley Mountain, in a frame
house, on the right hand side of the Pike, going east.
Vaughn's Tavern, a large two-story frane, was located four
miles beyond Hawk's Nest, on the top of Gauley Mountain.
John Horris kept in Teay's Valley in a house still standing,
and occupied by T.J.Berl~eley.

It is about three miles below the

Village of Hurricane.
The house, in which Adam Black kept, is standing at the
present day, also.

It is now occupied by

Andrew curry kept tavern, at Hurricane Bridge, a long while
before the War.
With the exception of White Sulphur, Callaghan's was the
most celebrated tavern on the route.

It was situated on Dunlap's

Creek, 13 miles east o"f White· Sulphur Springs, at the intersection
of several great mail.and !Jtage routes, through the Valley.

Dennis

Callaghan was landlord here for many years, before the building
of the Pike.

Lewis Summers spent a night with him when jour-

neying through the Kanawha Valley, in 1808.

After his death, he

was succeeded by his son, who, like Rip Van Winkle's son, seemed
to have inherited his father's traits, with his "cast off gallighaskins. 11

Here centered .: : . 11 the tr ~.vel from north, east, south

and west, fro r.:i Pennsylvania, and IIaryland, and through the Shenandoah Valley from Washington, Richnond, and other great cities,
of the east, fron North Carolina and fro11 the Ohio; here it paused
a little,

11

jolrnd with our geni al landlord, and tasted his liquor,

enjoyed his hospitality, and them passed on to the Ohio, by way
of the Great Kanawha , or Boone's Wilderness road, or even, to

the Father of Waters. 11

1813:

11

Here is a view of Dennis Callahan in

.At Dennis Callaghan's, where we b:re&kfasted, there is

a little stream which joins James River, and eventually mingles

with the ocean, and a few miles beyond there is a si~ilar one
which is a tributary to the Mississip J i.

Here then, resides

the mighty River God, of the AJ.leghanies, who c&rries an urn
under each arm, from one of which, he presses the w2.ters of
the east, from those of the west.

My mind expanded as it floated

rapidly lU;:e a canoe do\m the river one moment, dwelling on the
vast and endless river, whose imueasure.ble tri butc1.ry stre 2.r:1S,
like veins and 2,rteries, find their cor:1r~on centers, in the heart
of that great valley, forming natural links, 2nd bonds of con1~on
union, v1hich will forever rer1ind the people of that cast region,
which tells of their kindred olood and kindred inte:rest. 11
11

But I must nqt forget little Dennis Callighan, who is neither

rnusclernan nor oysterman, and at any r c,te, would much r 2_ther hc,ve
the inside of 2.n oystGr, th2n its shell.
Den!lis is ,~- s ort o:

11

01d

~12n

I' 11 si.1ec. r for him.

of the ::ounta ins" ,.:. s well }:::mm in

.::,11; f·.ncl set t led in this :.)lnc 2, .? botit t:-1 s t:L :E:: Jch -: oys,cer shells

runneth not to the contrary, of his ·ceing her E: .

E01:; h ,o got h ere,

the Lord only 1'mous, t ut her e he is, e.nd he1~e he is likely to
remain and flourish, for no trouble evn~ p2.sses l:.is door 'di thout
c2.lling; either bec 2.use it is the only house of entert2.inment,
for many miles, or because Dennis is such

~i

wc..g pestilent and

withal, a very honest fellow, which for [;. . publiccn, is prodigious.
He may be knmm, by being a little fellow, dressed in long b ciled
coat, with but tons, about the size of a pewter pl a te, e pair of
breeche s :":iade very loose ornc.l2.lented, with new buckles, of massivs
worl{t:.an-ship, &nd square or nedr about, I won's be positive.

He

has a r:lighty w&y of pulling up his galliga stins with one hand,
and drai.·ling the sleeve of the other accross his nose, at the same
time, I suppose, because it tickles him.

His stockings were of

mixed woolen, and had in them, a pair of small, jolly, long,
thick, spindle legs, that precipitated themselves into his shoes,
by ~eans of two feet, at the end of them, which said feet were
rather st ort, but made up in length.

He wears a queue of so:cie

two dozen hairs, vn1ich, in their primitive institution, seem
to have been black, but are now lik e Hamlet's Senior' beards, a
s able silver.

As Dennis will doubtless be recor.111ended, by pos-

terity, I thought it well to be particul 2r in giving a description
of him, which will doubtless become valuable as he shall become
extinct."
"We inquired of Deri.nis, if we could get bre &kfast, being
pretty sharp set with a ride of fourte en go · d, honest, long
nil es.

"Breakfast, said Dennis, with infinit e grr.v i t y , You

can I t get breakfast here.

I don't :-:e ep tav 2rn i. :::1y r::orc. 11

"However," said he, after enjoying our perplexity , 'I am just
going to brea1': fast ~yself, c::n d you c,r e welcoce to go sn;_ ck with
me. '

In a little ti!ne, we were going ai.,,ay.

Oliver, a tr c;veling

companion, ver y gr~vely than}~ed him, for his hospitality, without
offering to p t,y him.

This n:ade Den.i"'1is look r a. ther blue, for he

thought it was carrying the joke a little too far.
,,.. --·1

t

However,

we paid him at length, in silver, i,: t which he expressed no

(

small astonishment, not having seen any, in a long time.
In the White Sulphur Springs papers, page twenty we have a
vie1.·1 of the younger Call a ghan, in 1838:

"We stopped once more,

on our road, at Call ci ghans, a grea t breakf a st house, thirt e en
miles, this side of the White Sulphur, at the intersection of
sever;_'tl mail routes.

We were very hospi t &bly entertained, by the

fascitious c.nd obliging host, who never differs, in opinion, with
his guests on any subject, 'that11 s not fare', Dennis Callaghan,
the father of the present proprietor, was immortc.1lized by the
author of 'Westward Ho.'

On which side of the question are you,

Mr. Cp_llighan?" said one of us, to him, at parting. "Why sir,

I don't like tc differ-- 11 I'r1 sure we don't" "but, hm: do you
st2.11d?"

"Why, s a id my friend, "I am Van Buren, subtreasury

administration, ultra 'v'Jhig. 11

"Well, Sec.id he, "l<r. Stranger, I

am exactly where you z..re. 11
The life of the road terminated in the life at White Sulphur
Springs.

They wer e justly c c:.lled, "The Sar c::. toga of the South, 11

for next to that resort they were the nost noted watering plc.ce,
in the United States.

They were lrJ1mm at u. v ery ec,rly d2.te, but

op ened as a public resort, until 1818, by :villaim Herndon, wLo
had l ea sed the prop erty, for a period of t en years, of the O\•mer,
James Caldwell.

From that d(:.y , fo~ many ye c.rs, the place wa.s

crowded with visitors, during the w:::.rm se&son , for many yea rs,

t ;,

and even

to

this day, bids fair to be the : :.1 ost popular resort

in the State,

Here were ga thered Pr s sidents of the United States,

Senators, Judges, Governors, while whole families came to mingle,

in the gay society, and recuperate their health.
"There is an arrival; it must be a family from the south,
from the extent of the train and the n'l.U!lber of horses and vehicles.
First cones the baggage w,: gon, then a young gentl smwi on horsebc. ck; then follows the diligence, cont2.ining the children, nurses,
and band boxes.

After that comes a closed c&rriage, with the

ladies of the far:1ily, then the gentleman himself, riding after, and
the cavalcade brought up by sever&l other vehicles, and several
as outriders."
So many clas s es of people were sure to r,ttract a crowd of
ph:,rsicians, phrenologists, dentists, c.nd i tinerc:.nt jewelers, to
fatten, on the purses, and impose on the credulity of the inexperienced.

The traveling museum, v.ri th its wax figures, snakes, Indj_an

costumes, wolves, and other animals, p2.ssed through.
Deer were plentiful in the vicinity.

mmed a pack of siX:tY hounds in 1838.

A son of the proprietor

The sec.son opened in

August and continued four months, almost without inter.n1ption.
The de s r ·were so plentiful that the ladies often witnessed the
hunt, fro r:1 their carri2..g (:, S.

Venison w,~s a common c:.rticle of

diet.
The enjoyment and r:1erri1~:ent i·:e:r e rar e ; tl:e char .:.cters were
original; the stories were ne'.-1, and good, and the songs were new.
The tra ; eler is seldoo f ~vcred with such a treat.

Claret w~s

generc,l drint:, I bc::lieve, a::.:1ong the fox hunters of old, but
hock ap peared to be the favorite bev er~ge here; and,

a□ong

the

many sparl:ling songs, was the following, which Wc,s dedicated to
the virtues of hock :
Away 1.-1i th all grief,
And 1 et us be r:ierry,
And fill up the bUi~pers of wine.

And let it not be, with Hadeira or sherry,
But Hock.

Give us Hock,

Spar::ling Hock, from the Rhine,
For ~~ock is tte wine,

And it co1:es fron the Rhine,
Froe the land of old legend and song.
And drink as

we

may

The he~rt rises gay,
As night with her shades.
And her joys fly along,
When we drink of its nectar.
The f E.ncy in dreams
wanders away, to the soft, flmdng strs c~ms,
To the land, wher e the mc. idens,
Ar e tilling the wine,
And pr e ssing the grape,

On the baD]~s of the R½ine.
An.d
..

now, let it be,

Through this l cmd of the free,
Far and wide, on her bright banners spr a~~d;
While bec::uty, shall shine,
That Hock is the wine,
Through sumner and winter,

Till youth shall have fled.
It is estinated that there were a thousand persons, at this
resort, in 1838.

The fellowing statement, for 1835, will give an

idea of th e recl number of peopl e here, in the days when the road
wa. s in its prime:

11

. cU re2,dy, ther e is a vast concourse of strangers•

froL'.l the North and the South, the east and the west, coming from
the din 2.Ild bustle of the city, or from the baneful mismate of
the marshes, to find health and ple&sure a t the Virginia Springs.
"Ut luna inter mi..11ores sideres."
I t is estimated that the buildings for 1836, would c,ccomr.:od;.,. te
four hundred persons ~tone tir:i.e.

A..~d yet, as previously narrated,

it w:. s found nec e ss ary ct!ld profita ble, to erect many other L :.. rge
ones, at a distance of five or six ri j_les, to &ccor:i.nodG.te the overflow.
Henry Howe visited this region about 1846, c.11.d has left us
a drawing, shm·1ing a number of the bu~ldings.

This is reproduced

on page
"The Springs c:.re situated, in a narrow v&le betwe .:;n the spurs,
of Laurel }fountain.
Besides the White Snphur, nU1~1erous other S})rings were in
the vicinity.

'

The Warn Springs, wer e fo r ty Jjliles, on the rocld,

to1.·r ard Staunton.

Besides th 2s e are t l:e Hot Springs, the Swe et

Spri..YJ.gs, the Hed Sulphur, the Salt Sulphur, ecJ.ch of which ·.:ere
sup:9osed to have its own pec u.liar curative qu2lities.
Tr~velers to the Springs, from the NOrth, gen erally came
_ (
1'

\

by way of Washington, where they t ake the steamboat to Fredericksburg, 60 miles.

The remaining part of the journey is by

land travel over a very good mountainous road, for the last one
hundred miles of the route.

Travel ers by the public st&ge reach

Charlottesville by the close of th e first day, after leaving
W<:.shington, passing through Staunton, on the next; breakf usting
at the Warm Springs on the norning of th e third day, and arriving
at the \,tr1ite Sulphur, the same evening." (Appendix to Wnite
Sulphur Springs Papers, p. 153- 4).

{

·" ·
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CROZ2T, THE BUILDER
From "Southern Sketches No. 8; First Series, Claudius
Croz et, 11 by Col. William Couper, published by the Historical
Publishing Company, of Charlottesville, Va., in 1936:
Claudius Crozet w2. s a French engineer, a son of Francois
Crozet, a wholesale ·wine merchant, of Berey, neE.r Pz,ris.

He

w~s born, at Villefranche, December 31, 1789.

W&s

Pierrette.

□other

His

He Wc.<. S a gr.:.duate of the "Ecole Polytechnique, 11

which had many noted scholars.

He w0. s an officer, under Napoleon,

and took part in many of his battles, and

Russians, but w~s treated royally.

Wb. S

captured, by the

He failed to take part in the

Battle of Waterloo, because he had been ordered b&ck, to bring
up ammunition, but failed to arrive , in time, because of bad
roads.

It might have been different, had he succeeded.

He now decided to leave Fr2,nce, and resigned i~pril 11, 1816.
11

He w:~s married June 5, 1816, to Madeaoiselle Agc;tha Decamp, 11

and shortly after, left for the Uni tee. SL.tes.

He so ,_ n beer.me

an assistant professor, at West Point, and becane
1<2.rch 10, 1817.
l:r. Crozet

2

full professor

He was the father of thrE~e children.
i,.::a, S

an acco:,: plished L'lathen1atician.

11

The Board

of Visitors, (at West Point) expressed the opinion that Cai)tain
in the United St c.t es. 11

George Washington WE" s one of the first, if not th.~ £'irs t, tc

(

I

~-JO 1 UJTie 9 P.

17 c)
---7

11

( '

June . 2, 182-3.

Crozet took the oath of office, ~s principal

engineer, of Virginia, at Riehm.end.
"His duties were vuried.

He examined a number of projects,

and surveyed the r cute, fron Staunton, to Lm·l isburg (Greenbrier
County).
"He visited Lexington, in 1826 . 11

Later, 1830, "he r ecommended

a steam railroad from the hea d of river navigation, to the Kanawha
River. 11
He met opposition, and resigned, October 28, 1831, Governor
John Floyd wrote him a letter of regret, October 29, 1831 (p.62).
"&---id so, as Latrobe expressed it, Crozet passed out of the
St,.-~ te of Virginia, which is indebted to him, for the system of
improvements, that made her mountain roads, the best, then, in
America."
"It was natural now, for Crozet, the Frenchman, to seek
employment, in Louisiana .

Interest, in natural improvements,

wa s high, and Crozet, having f ailed to impr ess Virginia with his
railroad scheme, now thought of the opportunity to develop further,
an interest in the railroad, despite failure in Virginia. 11
He again went to Louisiana but, in 1837, returned to Virginia,
+

•

and served the state, as late as 1849.
He n ever continued his wor~ , &s a surveyor, on the Kanawha
Road, but his influence, on the project, cw1 never be forgotten.

(

(
I worked on the Kanawha Pike from Ch2rleston to Big Sewell,
when I was about nineteen years old.

T received sixteen dollars

a month, and board, from the James River and Kanawha Company.

We

worked frmn sun to sun, and then walked two to four miles to camp.
'while working, we were not allowed to sit down, except a half
hour at no,-:m .

We would rent a small house.

for a crew consisted of fourteen men.

We used oxen entirely.

Covered wagons were the only wagons used.
called Conestoga wagons.

The regular quota

I believe they were

They hauled all kinds of freight.

They

nearly all carried whiskey, and, sold it to anyone who wanteµ it.
I have seen as many as thirty of them, in one train.

Twelve

or fifteen of them could be seen any day, but the long trains
passed only about twice a week.
salt, meal, iron, flour, etc.

Coming east they hauled fruit,
I have seen as much as six horse

loads of plug tobacco, at one tine, going east. 11
The Drivers
"I rerJ.ember Jim Crow, and the three Hite brothers, Bob,
Dick, c.U1d Bill, but there v,ere hundreds of others.
lay in their wagons, at night.
the t&verns.
whisl-rny.

They bought hay and corn, fro:n

They cool;:ed their own meals, and dranlc their own

They were quit ,_-, rough.

negro melodies.

The Hite brothers often sang

They alw.:-~ys had their own fiddles, and had

regular "bull II dances.
11

'I'here were no 1·10Lwn.

Sor:12times, a slip in the pike c&.used a w--:reck.

Jim. Crow was a haughty fellow.

(

)

They usually

I threw a shovel full of

gravel, on his near lead horse, to cr..use him to ru..11..

He took

off his h a t, and made a polite bow, and a sk ed who did it.
confess ed.
11

I

He treated, a pologized, and w2. s fri endly thereafter . 11

The Wi:.lgons had t l'le first "rubbers" I ever

S ci.W.

The wagon

beds were invJ.ribly bo a t shc.ped ."
"The st2.g e drivers put up, a t the Taverns .
a doll ar a. day.

I remember Dick Stanl:ey.

Coal's mouth and Big Sandy.

There

vfr.. S

I think they go t

He drove, between

a stage st.:.nd at C2.ttletts -

burg r.nd another u.t Coalsmouth. 11
"John Overshiner kept at Coalsn1outh.

Johnny Norris k ept

t av ern in Tec.ys Valley, two miles below Hurric ane stcltion.

The

house is standing yet, and w~s occupi ed by old man T. J. Berkeley ,
until his dea th, a few years 2..go. 11
"George C. Huddlestone k ept the nex t sta ge st;1nd, and t avern.
The bridge, at Coalsmouth ,
the mouth of Coal.

W[.. S

not over t·wo hundred yards, fro m

There were only fift een or twenty houses,

cilld the Stand viE.s near the river bank , on the l eft side of the
pilse, going east.
"The stc::ges 1·1er e painted, in diff er ent bright colors.
11ors e s wor e no tells.

They ·w ere driven,

stopped, 1.ml e ss th ,3y were hail ed.

;:.:. t

The

a r ,,.pid r <.. '. t G, and never

The sta ges had s e2.t s lH:e a

stre e t ca r, each holdi n g t wo people.
long and carr ied 2.bout twenty !)ersons.

They wer e about six t e en f e e t
Vaughn's T8.vern w2,s loca ted,

&bout four mil e s beyond Hc.1.. wk I s Ne st on top of Gaul ey I~ountcdn.
w:c- . s a larg e two - story fraL1e.

Old n2.n Hiller kept, a t t h e foot

of Gaul ey l-:ounta in, in a fr am e house, on th e ri ght going ec. st.
Ths r e vfr. s no hous e i.:,t Ha wk I s Nest. 11

(

It

"Aaron Stock ton kept tavern, in a three-story brick~ at
t he FE,11 s, on the right of the PU:e, going e2.st, two and a half
miles below Nill er' s.

It was just above the ?all ..~ock.

t a verns sold 1L is:<.:ey .

It was ::.:ept, in a hc::lf gs llon d er::i jolm,

in the sitting root1s .

Th e re w,,. s :nore , but it c c1uld net be s 2en. 11

on th e l ef t of t:i·~'. , ro e. cl. gcing e . :c st.

All

I tl-:,. inlc Tv.rl-::ey Cr eek Wci. S

ne ..:;r Point Cr e c-k , o:t possibly, Point Cr eel: w:.'.S c 2l ie d Turl:::ey Creek.

~Jr.::.s s.

11

TheI' f! ...rere large le& ther flaps, to cover tLe s:.~e,El c: : ::.' s. 11

Bridge, and injured so~ G la.dies.

Some w:: gons wer e trying to ~')ass

ea ch other, a nd r :..n too close to the right banlc, a s th 8y were
cc.:ing 1,vs st.

11

·,, ·-~, Fi
c:1· or."
v_....,
_...,. ,

_ . ..L ,.

e i gl:t

Ol''

b·l 1 t no
furn:.i.tur c . 11
~

ten inch Gs sq_uc,r s , 2.nd .,.. bout thr e,:; feet long, and extended

a.bout bro f ee t s bov e ground.
side of th e roa.d.

(

They were al:;_ s e t, on th e ri ~~ht ha11d

Hy fath er's name

WL S

Bennett Bie..s.

He ·was

raised on Guyan just above Salt Rock, on the west side of th e river.
I thiZJJ: Jarvel Porter owns it. 11

(

-

11

So far as I 1m01.1, the mail was carried on horse back, and

not by stages.

I never savr cc stG.ge put off any rn2.il.

I only

worlrnd for the coupany 2.bout six r1onths."
"A Lr. Curry kept ... tavern

c, t

Hurricc:.ne Bridge.

He had a

good frame house, within twenty y2.rds of the bridge, on the
right of' the road going eo.st.
and had a long mustache.

He ·was a small red-whis}: ::red man,

He 1.-1&s ½.ui te clev s r.

11

"Old Geo. P. Huddles tone 1.ra s a s::aall hunp-shouldered man-a nice man.

He had a son, George P. Huddlestone, who was a rather

large man \,. 'eighing 175 to 190 pounds and a very clever fello·w.
The tavern was a two story frame, with a story and

2.

half ell."

All the taverns had sign posts, with signs rezlding:

Public

Entertaimnent. 11

Dr. Morris of Milton sc:.id:

"Charley Con..11er had the contract

for building HurricQile Bridge in 1834. 11
11

Abiu Rell lived where John Gerlach now lives and kept inn

and tavern, e. nd stc~ge st;___nd, just below Eud Bridge, 2.bove Eil ton.
.ri. Hr. Burgess, of Saint _:Qbans,

said, c'.bout 1942:

11

11

A frnme

building, still standing about twenty feet, beyond the bridge,
across Coal River, c..t the western end of St. Albr-..ns, used to oe
used as a relay horse and stage stc,.nd.
horses.

This is 1·1here they changed

These stc~nds averaged about ten oiles apart.

This building

is now 01,mec., by lirs. E2.ria Barker, a descendc;.nt of the original
O':mer, a Mr. Stephen Tec,.YS.

It stc,nds c.bove the road, going west."

The follmfing is a copy of an ;;:.dvertisement, taken frori

(

The K.:u1.awhc, Bs.nner of Harch 9, 1835:

To Travelers
The $Ubscr1ber informs the public, that he has t~-~on the
Brick Tuvorn, in B;,.rboursv:tlle Cabell oty. formerly occupied by
A. lloldcrby gsq.

The house hc.s undergone oor.s1der;...bla rep.uirs

und has b•Jel'l fitted up with entire new' furniture ~,nd bedd~1.ng.

He hop0s thl..t with the aid of c. ucl l furnished t~.. ble .:..nd attentive

serv~ts ha will be ~ble to render those

\Jho

c;..11 on him comfor-

t~:.ble, at lee.at nothing will be omitted on his part to render

genor~l satisfnct1on as respects both bis accot.1ruod~tion .:.nd r~1r.
There is a largc- and com:::odious lrtable on the premises, -which
will always be kopt well furnished with gr,.,in and h., y and ~- c ..,rotul ostler will be

~~t

,i.ll times 1n attendanc~,

"Drovers enn be c:.econmodo.ted with gruin,. hu7, st,,bling :-nd

out lots, on moderate terns."
March 19th,
On

said:

l835- 1►t

lfa.roh 7, 1911, I intervicw.:-:d .;11derson Dtas, o.f !·Iilton:
"I wus born, in Putnam County, Feb. 27, 1833, and u.-u nov

78 ye.-..,rs old.

(

I worl:ed on the L.:.nawh,: Pite, otc.

He

/ I
( ,

But, the st&.ge travel wa s not all. In f act, it was probably a small part only, of the full amount of the travel, and,
in many cases, consisted of the middle clELsses only. Those who
were too poor to pay stage fare, either walked, or rode horseb&ck. On theother hand, many of the wealthier people, had their
mm private conveyances, and disdained to ride, 1vith the common
herd.
Even in the early days, there was considerable immigr&tion,
passing to the West, but after the completion of the road, it
incre a sed to such an extent as to become a serious matter, to
the welfare of ths ttrfother S_ta te."
The following is copied from a letter by an eminent literary
gentleman of Virginia under date of 1835:
"In snjoying the pleasures and advantages of safe transportation, along the great State road, which traverses
this section, there is a spectale often presented, which
awakens a melancholy train, of inflections. I allude
to the number of emigrants, 1.-.1ho &llured, by the hope,
sometimes dee 2ptive, of improving their c;:-,ndi tion, are
bending their toilsome march, tc the far West. Imagination becomes busy, in conjuring up the broken ties,
of e[,rly association, of kindred and ccuntry---and we
read, in the sorrowful visages, of some of these wTetched fugitives, tales of mental and bodily suffering,
which, no language could express. It is true, that some
of these numberless caravans, present the exterior of
comfort, a.nd even happiness, but, for the most part,
it is evidently the last struggle of desp ~iring poverty,
to escape from the hardships of its lot. Whilst the
philanthropist shudders, at such sc enes, of 1..,Tetchedness, the politician must mourn, over the incre asing
dr c::, in, to population, as well c:~ s the Cc.:uses, which
produce i . I trust, at least, if the wave of emigration must continue to flow westwardly, that the time
\•rill shortly come, when the forests and mountcdns of
our Cmrr; .onweal th, will present suf ficient attr2.ctions,
to break its fores, if it does not entirely arrest it."
Over. this route, ~1;1'e meh mf all ag es and ccndi tions. Some
cc..me to find homes, in the west, some, on explor2.tion or hunting
tours, some as traders, c:.nd for various other reasons. But whatever the cc:tuse of their coming, they uer e moving ev er westward.
Mark Pencil, the author of a very interesting little volume,
ttThe Wl_1i te Sulphu:c Spring P,1pers 11 bearing date of 1839, but
referring to the previous year, says:
11

I
\

I

The pass, pa ssing by the 1/Jhite Sulphur, is the gre at route,
to the West, by Guyandotte, and fer many weeks, hundreds

4

(

of wagons, and other conveyances, have been going by,
filled with emigrants, in search of new homes. There
is much character to be met with among them occasionally,
and it affords the ·writer much pleasure and interest,
at times, to hear their original remarks, as to the
country, where they were going, and what they intended
to do, when they got there. I came upon a party one day,
who had been bivouacing, on the w2yJ: it turned out to
be a whole neighborhood, from one o the ea stern counties, in Virginia, on tt.eir way to Illinois. They had
with them, all their farming u..tensils, and furniture,
spinning wheels, churns, ruid the like. The beys, a
number of them, who were large enough, were supplied
with guns, and walked after the wagons, and furnished
the gc:-une. The old patriarch of the family, with who I
conversed, said it went very hard with him, to leave
old Virginny, but the lands, they had just quitted, were
quite worn cut, and would not produce sufficient support,
for their families, which were large. They had collected several hundred dollars, among them, and Kere going
to buy and cultiv~te new lands, in Illinois. Theold
man was quite pleased, and surprised when I mentioned
that the emperor of China, ploughed a furrow once a ye;c:, r,
from respect to the farmers, tmd agriculture, and calling the attention of one of the boys near him, he said,
11
Do you hear that, sir, that the king of China was a
farmer? and if you keep straight, you may be President of the United Stc:.tes yet. 11
The same author relates, that a Swiss gentleman, made a
tour to Guyandotte, for the purpose of s s eing the Mississippi
River. On his return, he was asked, how he liked the looks
of the mighty stream, but he appeared unwilling to talk.
Henry Clay was a great f avorite, aong the road. Hrs. Ellen
Woods of Cincinnati says: 11 :My grandfathsr, Zebulon Griffin,
moved from Charleston, to Teay's Valley, not far from Hurricane.
I haveoften heo.rd my mother relate, that a stranger drove up,
one evening, in a priv&te conveyance, driven by a negro servant.
He ask ed for lodging, and as my gr ,ondfs t i.1er n ever turned anyon e
away, he was, at once, invited in. For some r eason, Mr. Clay
did ··not introduce himself. Next morning he thanked my grc.ndf a ther
quite warmly, but as the foll-<.: s had been well entertained, by his
conversa tion, he w::; s told that they cculd not have tre2ted him
better, if he had been Henry Clay, whereupon he made hi:-.:self
lmcwn, to the delight of all."
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Another very interesting matter, to which we have merely
previously alluded, Wi: . S the shipping of hogs, mules, and horses,
over this road, fr : m points west, and north of Guyandotte. This
usually occurred, in the fall, as this was the time when grain
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and other feed could be most cheaply obtained. Farmers
alon<; the route, made a business of raising corn, for this
purpose. "The ',fostern Virginian" published, at Charleston,
under date of December 6, 1826 says:
"A western friend informs us, that upwards cf s:ix thousand
hogs have passed up the valley, of the Great Kanawha,
. as early as the fifth, of this month, mostly, destined to the eastern quarter, of this State---this
accession, to our usual supply, by that route, is
owins to the v ·~ry useful a.TJ.d convenient road,
recently constructed betw9en the Kanawha and Ja'lles
Rivers." This paper estimates that it costs one
dollar and a quarter ~er cwt., to bring the hoRs.
The droves sometimes mono::-,olized the roads, for days.
This continued, until the Civil ':Tar. There are many
men, now living, along: the route, who remember
seeini;; these droves. The life of the drover, was,
by no means, an easy one. After driving the stock
through the Valley, and sometimes, even to Richmond,
or other eastern cities, he often walked back,
receiving, for his services, usually less than a
dollar a day. On his return, in order to receive
full wages, he was compelled to make a certain
number of miles, per day. The growinr; of corn, for
these droves, beca.>ne a busin8ss with many of the farmers, alom: the route. So a.11xious were they, to
se11 their crops, in this way, that they have been
known, to ride sever 3.l miles, to the west, to meet
the droves, in order to make a bargain, in advance,
of their less enterpr:i..sim,. neighbors.
The damand for corn tended to imnoverish the soil, to
~uch an extent, that in some cases, it was literally worn out.
The far::1 of John HuDbard, in Teay's Valley, was called
"Pea .'tidre" because it was said to be so noor that it would not
sprout black-eyed peas. Stear.iboat transoortation diverted
part of this tra.f.fic, to Pittsbv.rq, and other markets, and
thu::=: :_::,revented this condition, fro;n becoming Horse than it
?rei~ht was carried, in the ConestoF'a wa~ons. Of these,
"the r1mning ':'.ear rt wac very stronp a.11d heavy. The body was
sha"'.)ec somewhat, like a boat, hi r;he r at the bow, and stern,
than ' mid l:lhin' and canvas. An 'end gate' could be taken off,
for loadinr: anc ur1loadin'{. The f 9ed ·,roush was swan.g , at the
stern, and when, in use, was surmorted on the stern, b7 a sinp;le
arran?ement. Bvery wa:on was drawn, by not less than four
horses, and often six ;-1ere emoloyed, the horses beinl? arranged
two abreast. There was hardly any limit to the capacity of
the wa~on-body, and the loadino: was res:ulated, by the stren,:;th,
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of the horses, and the conditions of the roads. With good
roads, four horse.s were required to draw 'forty hundred' pounds,
including forage, for the trip, and six horses 'sixty hundred'
pounds. The usual load, for four horses was, about sixteen
barrels of flour. A train of these wagons, from five to twenty,
in a line, creeping along a public road, the white canvas covers,
cospicuous at a distance, was always an interesting spectacle.
The te&msters made themselves as jolly, as possible, ~ound
their campfires at night, and on the road, many of them betrayed
much pride in their horses, and equipments. The sight of one
of the Kellars, of Augusta, driving his team through the streets
of Richmond, as most ofour farmers did, suggested to St. Leger
Carter, a member of the Virginia Legislature, his lines called
'The Mountain Wagoner'":
"I've often thought, if I were asked,
Whose lot I envied most--What one, I thought most lightly tasked,
Of man's unnumbered host,
I'd say I'd be a m,_untain boy,
And drive a noble team-wo hoy!
Wo hoy! I'd cry,
And lightly fly,
Into my saddle seat.
My rein I'd slack,
My whip I'd crack,
What music is so sweet?
Six blacks, I'd drive, of ample chest,
All carrying high theheadAll harness'd tight, and gaily drest,
In winters, tripped with red.
Oh yes, I'd be a mounta in boy,
J.nd such a team I'd drive-wo hoy!
Wo hoy! I'd cryThe lint would flyWo hoy!--Dobbin, Ball!
Their feet should ring;
And I would singI'd sing ny dol-de-ral.
My belle would tingle, tingle-ling,
Beneath each beGr-skin capimd, as I saw them sewing and swing,
I'd be the merriest chap;
Yes; then, I'd be a m~untain boy,
1Uld drive a jingling team,-wo hoy!
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Wo hoy! I'd crywords should flyEach horse would prick his ear!
With tightened chain,
My lumbering wain,
Would move, in its career.

My

The golden sparks, - you'd see them spring,
Beneath my horses' tread;
Each t s il- I'd braid it up, with string,
Of blue, or flaunting red:
So does, you know, the mountain boy,
Who drives the dashing tearn- wo hoy!
Wo hoy! I'd cryEach horse's eye,
With fire, would seem to burn;
With lifted head,
.And nostral spread,
They'd seem the earth to spurn.
They'd champ the bit and fling the foam,
As they dragged on my load.And I would think, of distant home,
11I1d whistle, on the road,
o · ~uld, I were a mountain boyI'd drive my six- horse team-wo hoy!
Wo hoy! I'd cry,
Now, by yon sky,
I'd sooner drive those steeds,
Than win renown,
Or wear a crown,
Won by victorious deeds:
For crowns oft press, the languid head,
.And health, the wearer shuns..m.d victory, trampling on the dead,
May do f or Goths and Hans:
Seek them who will-they have no joys,
For mountain lads and wagon boys.
But the life of the wagoner, was not without its temptations, as well as its hardships. The undue use of liquor, often
caused trouble. Dr. Spe sce was accustomed to say that some men,
who were staid church members, at home, left their religion, on
the Blue Ridge, when they went east, with their produce. 11
The Conestoga wag :n had its origin nec: r Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
"About one mile east of the publ:Lc square, in Lancaster, a fine
:x,lldarched bridge, of stone, carried the turnpike, across Conestoga
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Creek, a stream flowing southward, into the Susquehanna. It
takes its name, which has become famous, in ~~18rican History,
from a small tribe of Indians, who lived•; on its border. The
early inhabitants made the water deeper, by building dams, with
locks, and sailed their bouts, with loads of produce, down to
the Susquehanna. In the common phraseology of that time, they
called it the 'Conestoga' navigation.' But the most interesting
thing, to which the name 'Conestoga' rn:. vigation wa s given W3S a
wagon that was invented, in this region."

In a picture of one of the streets of Charleston, drawn by
Henry Howe, in 1846, one of these wagons is seen. Many old persons now remember them distinctly. They were in use, until after
the War, and were often painted, in gay colors.
Solomon Thornburg, grandfather of George E. Thornburg, came
to this county, from the Shenendoah Valley, in 1813. These old
Prairrie Schooners, as they were sometimes called, often came from
as far distant, as North Carolina, bringing whiskey and chestnuts,
and returning with bacon 2 fattened on th2 mast, or nuts of various
kinds, in which this region E1bounded.
As many as thirty of these wagons have been seen, winding their
way, in the es rly fifties, above Charleston 1 to the East, with t~eir
heavy loads of salt and other goods, while those coming West, were
loaded with fruit, plug tobacco, and general merchandise. Sixhorse teams often came loaded, with nothing but tobacco, destined
for the refined taste, of the western pioneers. While there were
hundreds of drivers, but few are remembered, by name. Jim Crow
was a haughty fellow, and rarely spoke to any one. The Hite
brothers---Bob, Dick and Bill---were also wagoners, and a jollier
crowd We, s hard to find. They a1ways cc:. rried their fiddles, and
the nights were made me.: :' ry, by the WE. goners, engaging in "bul
dances, 11 ( So called because no women were present.) &.round the
camp-fires. They c2-~ ried their oim cooking utensils, and slept
around the fires, or in the wa.gcns. In the dc1y time, or c::t night,
they could be heard for ~iles, singing negro melodies, of which
they seemed to possess a. full repertoire, and of which, they
never tired. They bought their provisions and feed of the
farmers, or t averns along the rout~, cooked their ovm meals,
and dranl( their O'.'Il whiskey. They were a rough s st of fellows,
always ready fer a fight or c: frolic. The life w, s a hard one,
which only men, of the most powerful physique, could stc.._nd.
Their dress w~s of a kind, suited to the life they led, homespun
or jeans of the best quality. As they road wa s not macadamized,
it became f e.c, rful, in the winter time, and it was often, practically impossible to haul anything. Imagine, then, what must
have been the condition, before the building of the pik e. The
heavy hauling had to be done, in the summer or not at all. Unlike
the National Pike, there was no c-:.mpeti tion, among the stages, on
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the Kanawha Road. J. F. Caldwell and David Surbaugh, were prob2.bly, the first to run a st2.ge, over the route. .,\.t first they
only made one trip a week, but after secur i ng the mail contract,
they were usually able to make regular daily trips. Tourists
and travelers, generally, were &ttracted to this route, on
account of the gr&nd scenery, and the general healthfulness of
the region. In good we a ther, the st&ges made from seventy-five,
to eighty miles per day, mostly, in the day time. In 1831, Messrs.
Porter and Belden had control of the st~,ge line, along the whole
route, from the Ohio River, to Richmond. Travel increased, and
they put on an extra line of stc:.ges. As previously narrated, the
st&ges, at first, followed the Pea Ridge route, to Big Sandy, but
now owing to the new road, built by the Guyandotte people, they
followed that rcute and it socn became customary, for travelers
by steambo<.,t, to meet the st2ges, at that point. However, they
continued to make the trips, to Big Sandy. The st2.ge company
built and 01'i!led the steaCTer "GuyE..ndotte," which made regular trips
to Cincinnati twice a WGek. The pike was not finished, from
Charleston to Guyandotte, until 1829. Bence, it is probable,
that Porter and Belden were the first, to make this end of the
route, as the stages, at first, c&me no further west, than
Charleston. Fares had t ,: be paid in advance, or assumed by some
one, who was responsible. The stc..ge company took no chances.
The regular schedule at this time required the stage to le,we
Catlettsburg, every Thursday, at one o'clock, and to arrive at
Lewisburg, on Saturday evening. The stage fare wa s as foll01.-1s:
From Big Sndy to Guyandotte- --- .75
11
11
11
"
Charleston- ---~p4. 50
11
Gyandotte to Charleston----$4.00
11
Big Sandy to Lewisburg - ----11.00
Each passenger was allowed twenty pounds of baggz..ge free,
while excess b&gg2.ge w,_,s charged for, at the 11 r&te of $4.00 per
cwt., per hundred miles, and then carried only, at the option
of the driver, and &t the risk of the owner. 11 No chances were
taken on on fares, as they were required to be paid to either
of the prcprietors, or the driver or 11 :.: ssumed by some gentlemen,
WJ. th whon: the stc. ge stops. 11 Those who c_._rri ve on steamers, at
GuyGndotte, or Big Sand/, or "in the st2ge at Lewisburg, wer e
to have the prefer ..,nce, and next to the::2, those who first regist~~ their names for seLlts, at the plac~, where the stage stops;
wrach are at Catlettsburg, Big Siindy; G:u yandotte Lill, Guyandotte;
Wetherall's, Charleston, or at J. F. c~ldwell's.
By 1829, the stages were running three times a week. The
company advertised to make the trips by daylight, and to rest on
Sunday. The stage crossed, at whit was known c.S the'Middle Ferry 11
10
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in a houseboat kept b:, George Goshorn, proprietor of the
tavern "at the sign of the Jackson Hall."
Porter, tlelcten 8.c Company put on a line of stages, in
l ~- 26 (?). Owing to the fact that the Post Office department
prohibited mail drivers, from carrying newspapers, beyond the
post office to which they were adciressect, and by reason of the
fact, that the many little errands, which they were called to
do, not only delayed the mail, but also caused the teams to
suffer, the drivers were prohibited from doing errands, e.-xcept
to carry medicine.
Records are not avilable giving the names of all the stage
companies. In 1854, H. P. Parish ~~ Company were running a
line of four horse stages leaving Guyandotte, every Tuesday,
Thursday, and Saturday, for points as far east as Lynchburg.
But, by this time, the travel on the road was declining,
it being more convenient and les s expensive to reach the
east, by stea~er and railroad. So long as there was no
better way of traveling the pike was considered a luxury, but
after the C. & O. reached the J hio, then, it was contemptuously
s poken of, as a "mud pike. 11
While the road was in its prime, the stage coach life
had many en:ioyable features. 11 The Kanawha Banner, 11 of August
5, 1831, gives a letter from a gentle man, i. n New York, quoting
his brother, who had just returnect,from a trip in Illinois.
He says the route "is i r,measurably superior, to any road, across
the mountains, t . hat he had seen. 11 While, as previously noted,
the most aristocratic people sometimes used private conveyances,
it was customary, for all to trave, in the same stage, and to
stop at the same taverns. Thus, i t was possible, for the average
citizen, to converse with the greatest staemen of the time,
tending to break down the social barriers, which probably,
otherwise, might have increased.
The star,e drivers were usually strong, robust men, skilled
in handling the lines of a six-horse team. An observer gives
us the f olbwing touch of the stage life, near White Sulphur Snrings:
"The sound of the horn called us, again, to the
stage, and we were whirled away, cto,·m the steep,
to the base of the sountain, with incredible velocity.
The drivers of the stage, in this part of the country,
( mostly young men) are very active anct expert, and
will send a sLx-horse team, round the s hortest curves,
of the mountains, with the same skill, and ease,
as a Broadway whip will turn a phaeton. 11
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This was in the neighborhood 01· White Sulphur Springs,
but we have another description by a gentle:11an---Mr. Flint ---of
11
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the western end oi' the line. "But in this wild and unsettled
region, one if surprised to find an excellent road, so well
graded, so smooth; and safe that we galloped, up and cto,m,
during the greater part 01' the night, with teams of horses,
by no means, well broken, at full speed, and without apprehension, though our cour3e lay overt wo considerable mountains,
separating the waters of the Guyandotte, from those of the
Kanawha."
It would be interesting to know the na.~es of the drivers,
and something about t heir personality. But on this point, the
recorcts are silent and our only knowledge, is the recollection
of 2. few old rrten, not many of whom, remember farther back than
l P. 50. In contrast, to the wagoners, the stage drivers were
the aristocrats. They stay ed at the best taverns, and conversed freely, with Clay, or Jackson, or any one else who might
pass over the road.
Henry R.ussell was a stage driver, between 0.uyandotte
and Coal's Mouth. Dick :::>tanley, Charle s H, 0urrm1erson of
Guyandotte, Perue Harbour, and others long forgotten, wielded
the whip, in the fifties, and perhaps before.
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The coaches were fitted with lamps, sus pended on the sides,
as at present, thus enabling them to drive, on the darkest nights.
The harness, of the horses, was oi' the finest manufacture,
ornamented in brass. The horses were, of the best obtainable,
in the famous Blue Grass Region oi' Kentucky, or in the Valley
of Virginia. Regular relays or stage stands, were kept along
the road. Here the horses were changed arrl a fresh relay
hauled the stage, to the next stand, and so on, to the end
of the line. A ;'-1r. Hanley kept stage stand a1 d hotel, in a
two-story, frame house, about a half mile, below the ;) na railroad cut, and just a c;ove Blue Sul phur .::lprings. Adam Black
kept a toll gate, above the Methodist church, beyond Ona. i-Ie
l i ved, in a brick, at the left of the road, just a bove Thorndyke. John Dirton kept both the toll gates, at Barboursville.
He lived in the old nouse, at the forks oi' the road leading
to Pea R.idrr e, and to ;-Iud bridge, a few hunarect f eet, beyond the
County bridge, over the Guyanctotte. The house is still standirnr , but has been removed, up i•Iain ~treet, just west oi' the
present theatre building. The drivers arive, at a rapid rate,
and never stoJ pect, unles s hailed, by a prospective passenger.
Each one car ried a horn, usually of tin, with which, he announced
the time, for t he bes; i r:ning oi' a trip, or the appraoch to a
station. He rec eived about a dollar a day , the highest salary
of any employee, on the road, for ne had. to be a man, oi' some skill,
as, in his hanas, lay the sai'ety of the passengers. But, with all
the precautions taken, accidents sometimes occurred. 0ometimes
2. slip came in the road, and at others t he drivers were drunk, or
carele::: s. A very old lady of G_uyandotte, Hrs. Douthat, told oi'
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a stage wrecdng in crossing a little bride: e, over Pat t 1 s
Branch, two or thr ·=: e miles ;bove Buyandotte. The body of the
coach fell, only a ,short distance but, the bcot fell, to the
bot-com 01· the creek. oorne 01' the passengers were injured, but
none seriously. The road was kept in repair, by the ?refits,
from the tolls. The foHowing is a schedule of tolls as at
first authorized:
For a wa~on, tea~ and driver--- -- --- ------------25¢
11
every four-whe 2led ricting carriage---------- - 20¢
11
11
· man and horse-----------11
11
head of cattle---- -------------------- ;;;¢
11
11
score of sh~ep of hogs----------------- 3¢
11
cart or two wheeled riaing carriage---12J ¢

-------------6'_:¢

After aeaucting the exp ens es of keeping the gates, and paying
for the collection of the tolls, the net proceeds were to be wholly
anpliect, proportionate, to the damage done to the roaa, and the
profit to the traveler or drover. A two-whe eled vehicle was
supposed to do, a:)proximately, only half as nuch damage, as
one, with four whc:els. Per haps the legislators also wanted
to encourage the western ctrovers, to oring their stock, to
the eastern markets, for the tolls, on them, were proportionately
smaller.than the damage would be compared with horses and war ons.
The rates varied, from time to time, but, in general there
was not a great deal of dL'i'erence. There was some oppositon,
at times, owing to the manner, in which the law was enforced.
The stages, at first, were not only required to pay a heavy toll,
but the individual passengers also. A gentle;·,1an traveling
over the roa-:i , in 18 32, stated that the passengers were astonished
that they had to pay an extra f 2e, and, at first, refused to
pay, but, finally, yieldea to the strong arm, of the law,
consoling themselves by chanting the negro melody, 11 He
Virginny Eever Tire!'
In spite 01 all the baa roaas, oeuple traveleo much, even
in the very early days. This rnao.e it necessary, to havs
"houses ot entertainment. 11 ':Je are frequently told that, in
a backwcods or mountain countr:y, people are unusually hospitable,
therefore, w::: are surprised to find these "houses of entertain:nent, 11 so wi J.ely distributed, as an exarrd.nation of the County
Court rcco r ds, would inctica te. Tne law was ra t ~1 er strict, as
to who should be granted lice:i.se. He :nust be 11 a man of £:ood
character, not a•;dicteo to drunkenness, or gaming. 11 'l'ne,, Court
was to consiaer 11 the convenience 01' the place pro ;iosect, the
character of the petitioner, for good orcter, sobriety and honesty,
ana his ability to provide and keep good, ano suf1 icient houses,
louging, ana entertain:-:ent tor travelers.'' He also nact to
enter into bodn, ano secur1 ty. The f'ollowim' is a copy 01'
one of the records granting a license to Thomas Horris, in 1813:
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"On the notion of Thomas Moris, ordinary license is granted him,
to keep an ord.i9.nary, in the town of Barboursville, a.t the house now
occupied by Ben Maxey, who tereupon, with Cadwallader Chapaan, his
security, came into court, and gave bond, as the law directs". The
license fee was, usually, about eighteen dallars, per yera and
proportionately less, for a shorter time. The records show that
peter nirting, (now spelled Dirton) was granted a license, in 1814. He
was jailor also, but died about J.815, and his widow, Eliz~.beth Dirti~,
continued to keep,at her house, in Barboursville, for several years.
These 11 houaes of entertainment" were usually calla "ordinaries".
In 1815, license were granted to John Everett, Samuel Short,
Jeremiah ward, Thomas Morris, Adam Black, George Chapman, John
Mcconahon, John Morrie,Jr., and Joseph McGonigle. Jeremiah ward,
at that time, lived somewhere, in the region of Four Pole Creed;
Tholll9.a Morrie lived inBarboutsville; John BcConahon, in Guyandotte;
Adam Black lived near the present site of Ona, While John Morris, jr.,
lived on the road, a few miles aboue.Milton at the Berkeley place.
Adam Black continued to keep ordinary, for years. In fact, although,
it is not certain he kept all the time, he was keeping a hotel and
stage stand, in a building yet standing, about three miles below
Milton, up to the Civel War.
John Y. Chapman kept in Guyandotte, and Ben Baxey, Philip
Baumgardner, Elizabeth Dirting, William &9MCComas, Jr, and Thomas
Morris were alllkeeping in Barboursville. In 1818, James Conner, who
lived in the Valley near Hurricane, and kept a store, took out a
license, and continued to keep, for some time.
John Shelton was
licensed to keep 11 at a brick house he rented of Thomas Ward in
Barboursville,"" This was the George E. Thornburg house.
The county Court had the legal right to fix all ordinary rates.
The following is the entry mowing the rate for 1816:
"Ordered that the ordinary rates, in this couty, be aa usual,
except that lodging 12½¢, oats and corn twelve and an half cents,
per Gal
Horse standing in hay, all night, twelve and an half cents,
cordial, Cherry Bounce, and Gin, Eighteen and three fourth cents Pr.
Half pint "
The Court seemed to forget to fix the ra tee, on this
occasion, for "Whiskey and Reach Brandy", but a little later they were
fixed "at eighteen and three fourths per½ pint, Beach Brandy, per ditto
eighteen andthree fourths cents"o
on page 215, of this same record, we find whiskey could be sold
at $2.00 per gallon, the best wine, and peach brandy, at $6 00 per
gallon, while meals were t~enty-five cents each.
It is not likely that these rates were always charged, as thet
were the maximum. Nearly all the old men, with whom the writer has
conversed on the subjest, insist that the liquor could be had, at a
very much cheaper rate, in their day.
.
The early landlords differed, from those in a later day, in,
that they were not t~v crn keepers, by profession. They were hunters,
farmers, ferry keepers, as well. Aside from the fact, that they
kept liQuor for sale, they made little, or no extra preparations,
for their guests. The travel was of a transient and spasmodic nature
and, if one house should be over crowded, the doors of all others,
were open. Most of the buildings, even in the twwns, were of logs.
The traveler, who chanced to stop at one of these first ordinarie~
found little to distinquish it from the average mountain cabin. The
food consisted of whatever the season afforded-- game, fruit and cornbre~d, ground at the little water-mills, was a meal fit for a king.
Family and guest frequently gathered in the same room told their
hunting and Indian stories, and drank liquor, from th; same demijohn.
After the building of the pike, the ·inns took on a more mercenary
0
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character. The landlords now gave up their other occupations, and
became inn keepers, by profession. They sought in every way, to
please their guests. cne landlord, at Charleston, in order to ' attract
trade, advertised "A ~oderate allowance of genuine old rye, free to
travelers, gratis" and also, "ln concluainon, he begs to assure the
public that nothing on old Virginian van do for the comfort of those,
who may call on him, ehail not be neglected."
There was publisced in Guyandotte before the War, a newspaper,
called 11 The Guyandotte Herald". In the issue of December 1, 1854,
Mrs. Evan Blume, and Mrs. Aaron McKendree advertised a temperance
tavern on Front Street, in Barboursville, "free from a set of
drunken loafers, who always lay arowid a whiskey tavern".
John Hatfield and William Merritt also kept taverns, in
Barboursville, and sold whisKey, wines, itc. But 11 soft Drinks" were
unknown, in those days.
The old Mwrritt hotel stood, on the site, of the late George
E. Thornbu±g's residence, on the a nortneast corner of Main and
center streets, in Barboursville.
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With all the bad roads, which the early pioneers wel'.'e unde·r the
necessity of using, one w9uld imagine that men would remain, at home
and, thus avoid the unpleasantness and inconvenience of trpvel.
Yet, anyone who has ever had acc~ss, to the early records, diaries,
and writings, of our fot>efathers, cannot fail to be impressed with
the number of pet>sons journeying, in the mountains, and elsewhere.
It i~ probably true, that the absence of newspapers, and ready
means of communication, made people more inquisitive, a.t that early
day, than now. This trRvel made it necessary that "Houses of Entertainment" be established at more, or less, regular intel'.'vals; othel'.'wise, the general public would be under the necessity, of caring for
the travel. From the glowing accounts, we often read, of the
hosuitality of the early pioneers, we would infer, that evel'.'y home
was open, to anyone who might chance to pass through.
Thel'.'efore, we are surprised to find these "Houses of Entertainment, so widely distributed, as an examination of the County Court
records, would indicate. The writer has carefully examined the reco"C'ds of Cabell County, from 1814, and for several years, and finds
this statement to be corr~ct.
The law required pel'.'sons who wished to keep tavern, to obtain a
license, from the County Court, and to enter into bond and security.
The following is a copy, of one of the records, granting a license,
to Thomas Morris in 1814:
"On the motion of Thnmas Morris, ordinary license is granted
him, to keep an ot>dinary, in the Town of Bal'.'boursville, at the house
now occupied by Ben Maxey, who, thereupon, with Cadwallader ChaV,man,
his security, came into Court and gave bond, as the law directs'•
The 1 icense fee was, usually, about :j\>18. 00, pe-r year, and
pronortionately less, for a shorter time. The records show that
Peter Dit>ting (now spelled Du-rton) was granted a license, in
1814. He was Jailer, also, but died about 1815; and his widow
Elizabeth Dirting continued to keep, at her house, in Barboursville
for several years. In 1815, licenses were granted to John Everett,
SPmuel Shor-t, Jeremiah Wat>d, Thomas Morris, Adam Black, George
Chaomrcin, John McChanahan, John Morris, Jr., and Jose1Jh McGoni~le.
Je:-r:>e"lliah Wat'd lived on the Ward farm, act>oss Guyandottejust above
the mouth of Mud Rivet>: Thomas Morris lived in BFrboursville;
John McChanahan in Guye.ndotte. Adem Bl2ck lived neat' the -present
Town of OnP, while John Mot>ris, Jr. lived, on the road, a couple
miles above Milton.
AdBm Black continued to keep ordinat>y for years, :=ilthough, it
is not certain, he kept all the tLme. In fact, he was keeping a
hotel stage stand, in a building yet standing, about three miles
below Milton, up until the Civil War.

(

John Y, Chanmpn kept in Guyandotte, and Ben Maxey kept in
Barboursville. In 1817, Ben Maxey, Philip Baumgardner, Elizabeth
Dir ting, William Mc Comas, J:r.., and Thoma.a Mort-is, were all keeping,
in Barboursville.
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In 1818, James Conner who lived in the valley, near Culloden
and kept a store, took out a license, where he continued to keep
for some time, while John Shelton was licenses to keep "at a brick
house he rented of Thomas Werd, in Barboursville". This was the
house later occupied by William Merritt, corner Center and Main Streets.
The County Court had the legal right to fix the ordinary rates.
The following is the entry showing the rate, for 1816:
"Ordered, that the ordinal'.'y rates, in this County, be as usual,
except that lo ~g ing 12- 1/2¢, Oats and corn 12- 1/2¢ per gallon;
horse stP.nc'ling, in hay, a.11 night 12- 1/2¢'; Cordial, cher-ry bounde
and gin 18-3/41, pel'.' half pint. The Court seemed to forget to fix
the r8tes, on this occasion, for> whiskey and peech brandy; but
a little late-r, they wel'.'e fixed "at 18-3/4¢ per 1/2 pint for peach
brandy".
On p ~ge 215, of the same record, we find whiskey could be
~old, at 02.00 per gallon; the best wine, and peach brandy, at
,J €J.OO per gallon, while meals were 2~4, each. It is not likely
that these rates were always cherged, as they were the maximum.
Nearly all the old men with whom the wr.i t~r he.s conve-rsed, on the
subject, insist that liquor could be had, at a very much cheaper rate,
in their day. Long before this -- 1802 -- the County Court, of
Kanawha County, had estab l ished a rate of 8-1/3¢' for lodging;
meals 2Sd; whiskey, per half pint, 10/; peach brandy, 12-1/2¢; beet>
o-r cide-r>, pel'.' qu2.t1t lOi; wine per quart, $1.33; Rum or French
brandy, 40rz'.
Stephen T~ays settled, at Coalsmouth, about 1800, on the lower side thereof. Here "He established a ferry, and kept an Inn
and worked his fat'm, and entertained the travel, which was then
principally, from and, to the Ohio River, at Gallipolis and Point
Pleasant." Later, his son James T. Teays, crune and settled where
the tur-n- pike crossed Coal River, in 1831, a.nd built a large, two sto-r.y hotel, f-r.rune." tmd stage stand.
When Judge Lewis Sum.mers made his tour>, ft'om Alexand-r>ia, to
Gallinolis, he ke:nt a .i ournal, in which he makes the following
note: 11 Tave1'.'n kept by Tyt>ee; pre tty good house 11 • This Has Richard
F. Tyree, who, it is clpimed, kept the first House of Entertainment,
in Lewi sbu-r>g.
Pr-obably the most celebrated taver-n on the entire route,
with the possible exception of the one, at wbite Sulphur Springs,
was Callaghans, of whom mol'.'e anon. He came at a very eat'ly time
and his name is perpetuated by Calla ghan Station, on the C & o.
Rtdlroad, near which he was located.

(

J ohn Hansford moved to the Kanawha River, below Point Creek,
in 1799, and built the first frame house, on Kanawha River, He
kept House of Entertainment, and was Militia Captain, and also a
Magistrate.
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Henry Clay and Henry Banks, land speculators, Members of the
Legislatur.>e, and of Congress, and travelers generally, stopped
ther.>e. They had two muster rolls each year- -spring and fall. Here
from all pe rts of the countr.>y, the .Militia would gather . Mr . Hans for>d mc:,.de :peach and a-pple brandy, and let it age. After the mus ter.> pr.>actice, he would r.>oll out a barrel of brandy, and then purposely
disappear, as the sequel did not fully accord with the dignity, 0f
his official position. The fighting would soon begin. Sometimes
the combatants amused themselves, by what was known as "gouging", a
process of fighting with nails purposely trLrnmed sharp.
Such were the mountain taverns, before the bui l ding of the
Kanawha Road. They had their origin, in the very necessities of
the time. From the list of names of these early taverns, it seems
that almost . every back- woodsman was a tavern keeper. This indi cates, thRt there was considerable travel in that early day, and
perhaps, also, that money was scarce. The early landlords differed
from those, in a later day, in that they were not tavern keepers, by
profession. They were hunters, farmers, ferry keepers, as well.
Aside from the fact that they kept liquor for sale, they made little
or no ext-ra "!)reparetion for their guests. The travel was of a
transient and sp e smodic nature, and if one house should be overcrowded the doors of all the others were open.
Most of the buildings, even in the town, were of logs, Almost
in the center of Barboursville, to this day, an old log dwelling was
standing yet, a reminder of the days when only the wealthy could
afford better buildings.
The traveler, who chanced to stop, Pt one of these first ordinaries, found little to distinguish it, from the average mountain cabin.
The food consisted of whatever the seas on afforded. Molasses of home
made sugar, game, fruit, in its natural state, or dried, but never
canned; pumpkin, and beans dried in strings, ove-r the fire, formed
the bulk of the food. This, with the cornbread made of meal ground at
the little water mills, was a meal fit for a King. At night, it was no
unc ommon thin~ for guest and fa...-rnily, to occupy the same T'oom as sitting
room, e.nd bed r oom; and tell their hunting and I ndian stories and
dr.in 1z liquor from the same demijohn.
After the buildinq of the Pike, the Inns took on a more mer cenary characte-r. The landlords were no longer- - to the same extent, as
before -- "men of all tt'ades 11 , but they now became Innkeepers, by prc fe s s ion. As the stages only stopped, at certain nla.ces, it is probable
thR. t theT"e we-re not so ma.ny as before, at least, they were not so seattered.

(

About the only source we have, as to the character of the tavet'ns, of that day, are the newspaners published at Ch2rleston, and of
these, only a few files al'."e kno1-m to be in existence, and those coverin~ a neriod of only about ten or twelve years, at the beginning
of the Pike's history.
In Cherleston, GeoT"ge Goshor>n kept, at the sign of the "Jackson
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Hall", "on the bank of the river, just above the middle ferry, and op posite the Court House". Mr. Goshorn kept the ferry, and, hence, was
able to direct much of the travel his way. The ad. was dated 1826,
but he states that "he still continues to carry on the business, of
tavern keeping", showing that he was there previous, to that date.
The Charleston Hotel stood "in the center of the beautiful
village of Charleston, and innnediately on the bank of the Great KanawhH River, nearly opposite the steam bo2t landing." George w.
Snottswood was the proprietor. At first, it was a stage stand, but a
change was made to Major Ruffner 1 s about a mile and a half, above
town. Mr. Spottswood adroitly calls attention, to the fact, that the
charges at stage establishments are sometimes unreasonable and "hopes
the removal of the stages will not prevent these desirous of resting
a few days, or of awaiting a boat, from puttin~ up at his house.
Charges are 25d for each meal; 12- 1/2¢ for.lod~ing; 50¢ for horse,
24 hours" . Cheaper rates by the week, or the month. He makes the sig nificant remerk: "A moderate allowance of genuine old rye, free to
travelers, gratis." and "In conclusion, he begs to assure the public thai
nothing an old Virginian can do for the comfort of those who may call
on him, shall be neglected. 11
One of the most celebrated Houses of Entertainment on the whole
route was kept, by Major Deniel Ruffner, 1- 1/2 miles east of Charles ton. He o~m.ed hundreds of acres of land, and had as fine pastures
as the Kanawha Velley could boast of. A traveler in 1832, described
it as "e fine brick house, embowered in trees, and grape vines,
with a noble apiary, about a mile south of the Village of Charleston.
We regretted to see the mansion of the old worthy Cohoe desecrBted to
the use of a hotel. The fields, of the Western Man of Uz, we could
not discover nearer than four miles from the mension." He further
states that more than a thousand acres of fine corn and grass were
growin~ on the place . The main part of Charleston, in those days,
was just above Elk river.
Major Ruffner began keeping here, about 1826. There was 2 camp
meeting ground, near his farm, at which, the peoole gathered each year,
from all Da.,...ts of the country. Here they would listen, to the "wit,
wisdom and eloquence" of ministers of earnestness and ability,
rarely sul"'passed, at the present day, while their horses fed, on the
great nastures of Mr. Ruffner. The name of this typical old Virginian
is still l'.)er-;ietuated, by his descendants, in the "Ruffner House" at
Chr.rleston, one of the finest hotels, in the city.

(

Most of the advertisements for these old "Houses of Entertainment"
we re of a condescending nature. In 1830, c. w. Drecksler opened
the "Sa lines Hotel", at the salines, six. and one - half miles east of
Cherleston . He had "extensive stabling provided, with wholesome hay,
cot'n and oats, and careful oatler". "By strict attention to the comfort of travelers, he hopes to merit a share of public patronage".
Seoerate rooms for the accomodation of private families always in
readiness". This was to accomodate the loc a l travel, to the salines
as it was too close to Ruffner 1 s, to be a stage stand. A hack ran to
Charleston morning and evening.
A Northerner treveling over the route, rarely failed to notice the
condescension of the landlords. Said one: "The mountein taverns are,
moreover, exceedingly hospitable and attentive, with a full measure
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of Yankee curiosity". The same writer, speaking of the tavern, at
Kanewha Falls says: "The tavern is kept by a good natured chunk of a
man, who like S2ncho, cast a shedow of nearly the same altitude when
lying down e.s when standing erect. He was obliging, almost, to
arrogance and officiousness, as I may remark in passing, are all
the landlords on these new routes, where passing has recently been
let j_n, u0on the solj_tudes, lil{e light in ancient fable, upon the lower regions." "Mountaineers aY"e fixed, along this new Y.'oute, allured by
the passing, and are eithet' tavet>ns, or people who furnish them with
suoplies".
The editor of the Banner, however, takes issue with this opinion
of our landlord. "The author has clearly mistaken the part and
bearing of mine host, at the Falls. True, native politeness is
one of the most striking, among the many good qualities, of this gentlemrm". "A bette-r tavern or mot>e agreeable landlord is seldom met
with, anywhere." Another writer quoted in The Gszetteer of Vir>ginia,
speaks of it as a spacious hotel, which stands o::oposite the Falls."
Fout>teen miles east of Kanawha Fa.lls, Philip Metzker, in 1831,
owned a lar>ge fat>m and stage station. In en ad. to sell the property,
he said there were over a hundred acres cleared. "It has a large
and commodious dwelling house, with all necessal'.'y outhouses. It
has a bF.rn 80 feet in length, and twenty-six feet in width, and
under the barn, thirty-two stalls; par>t of them ar>e not yet furnished".
Robert W. Poindexter was proprietot' of "Liberty Hell", situated on the turn-pi 1{e, ten miles below C~e.rleston, at the "house
fol'.'merly occupied by Mrs. E. B. Thol'.'nton.
This would be a mile, or
two, above St. Albans. One mile below Charleston, at Willow Grove,
i-il'.'s. Watson is p'l'.'epared to entertain travelers, at her house on the
South side of Kanawha."
The Kenawha Banner of Feb. 13, 1831, contains an ad. by Daniel
Morgan, of Washington County, Ky.,offet>ing to -rent 11 fo-r one year,
and perh2.ps more, all that fa-rm, ferry and tavern seat, in Cabell
County, Va., on the Ohio Rivel'.', and immediately above the mouth,
II
of the Big Sandy, at the tel'.'mination of the turn pike road.
1:Je learn from this ad.
tha.t David :vlcCormick lived, on the pl'.'et1.ises, and that "considerable land has been -recently cleared, and
ther'e has been considerable made, by keepin~ store house."

In 1832 Maupin' s, Conner's and Wilson Taverns ,.,,er>e scatte-red
along the route, between Bal'.'boursville and Hurricane Bridge.

(

F-rom the "Gazeteer> c,f Vir'giniB and District of Columbia", published
in ~s3;, we learn thet there was a hotel at Gauley Bridge, and a
state stAnd and a Rood
tavern Pt Coel's
Mouth. At Hansford Post Office
.,
II
oDnosite the mouth of Paint Ct'eek, The only houses are a mel'."cantile stor'e, and a House of Entertainment". Thel'.'e were three hotels,
each at Charleston and Le;,!i sbul'.'g, while around White Sul9hu:i:- Springs
"Sevel'.'al lal'."ge and hPndsome hotels hPve sn-run~ up, in the neighborhood, fol'.' the distance of six Ol'." seven miles, with the view of merely
accomodating the company over-flowing, f-rom the limited accomodation
of the Springs." At Frankfo-rd, a town ten miles north-east of
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Lewisburg, and a short distance off the pike, were two taverns, and one
at Connellsville.
There were also excellent taverns at Blue Sulphur Springs, and
other Springs in the vicinity of White Sulphur.
At Lewisbut>g, Messrs. Frazier and May kept noted taverns. This
was a great Court town, in those days. The State 11::w Library was
located here. Around these taverns, judges, lawyers, and jurors
mingled with the aristocracy of the road. When Court was in session,
tourists from the White Sulphur, frequently came over to spend the
day, listen to the ~reat speeches made by such men as Judge George W.
Sum.1Tiers, an orator of such ability, a.s to attract a.ttention, in
any Court in the United States.
From the Guyandotte Herald of December 1, 1854, we learn the
names of some of the hotels in Guyandotte and Barboursville, at that
time.
The Eagle Hotel, at Guyandotte, was kept by John W. Beumgat>dner.
Ort>en Moore and J. H. Vandiver were proprietors of the Union Hotel,
on the "Corner of Guyan and Front Streets, near the steam boat landing II•
James Stuart ran the Stuart House, which he had recently enlarged. This was situated on Main Stt>eet. Baggage was brought from
the river, free of charge.
An old lady, living in Guyandotte, stated that John G. Wright
kept a hotel, on the river bank, and that the Hotel un Mein Street,
stood where the Page & Everett Building later stood. She claims the
W-r:'ight Hotel was the better of the two. The Main Street Hotel was
operated by many different people, among whom was one Mr. Smith, who
fell downstairs and broke his neck. He wa_s not related to the Smiths
now livini:s in Guyandotte.

Mrs. Everett Blume and Mrs. Anron McKendree ran a temperance tavern, on Front Street, in Barboursville, free from "a set of
drunken loa.fers, who alwavs lay around a whiskey tevern." John HAtfield end Willia.-rn Me-rritt also kept whiskey taverns &.t Barboursville.

(

The !:'tage st~:inds, alonrr the Y'Oute, were alwPys loc Rted, in connection with the taverns. Mr. Anderson Bias, whom I hs.ve previc1rly quoted,
e.nd t-Tho 1,.•0-rked, on the -road, rbo,lt 18S2, says, at that time the
sta~e stands ~e-re located as filillows: The fir-st one, was at the mouth
of Sandy, Adam Black's. Coal's Mouth, the proprietor, of which was
John Oveshine. The next, of which he hasn't e:.ny recollection, was
keot by George P. Huddleston, three miles below the Falls in a
building on the left of the pike, going east. Aeron Stockton had
a tavern, et the Falls, It was e three story brick, located just
above the Fall Rock, on the right of the pike, going ee.st, two end
one half miles above Stockton's
old men Miller kept, at the foot
of Gauley Mountain, in a frame house, on the right hand side, of the
pike, going east.
Vaughan's Tavern, a large, two-story frame, was located four
miles beyond Hawk's Nest, on the top of Gauley Mountain.
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John Morris kept in Teay 1 s Valley, in a house still standing
and lrter occupied by T. J. Berkley. It is about three miles, below
the village of Hu~ricane.
The house in which Adam Black kept is standing also, at the
present day, and is now occu?ied by ________ •
Andrew CuPry kept tavern, at Hurricane Bridge, for a long while
befol".'e.
With the exception of White Sulphur, Callaghan's was the most
celebrated tavern, on the route: It was situated, on Dunlap's Creek
thirteen miles east of White Sulphur Springs, at the intet>section
of several great mail, and stage -r.-outes, through the valley. Dennis
Callaghan was landlord here, for many years, before the building of
the Pike. Lewis Summers spent a night with him, in his trip through
the Kanawha Valley, in 1808.
After his death, he was succeeded by his son, who, like Rip
Van Winkle's son, seemed to have inherited his father's traits, with
his cast off galligaskins. Here centered all the travel from
Pennsylvania, end Mat>yland, through the Shenandoah Valley, ft>om
Washington, Richmond, and other great cities of the East, from
North Carolina, and from the Chio. Here it paused a little, joked
with our genial landlord, tested his liquor, enjoyed his hos9itality, and then nassed on to the Ohio, via Great Kanawha, ot> Boone's
Wilderness road, or even to the FRther of Weters. Below is a view
of Dennis Cella~han, in 1813:
"At Dennis Calla~han's, where we breakfasted, there is a little
stream, which joins James River and, eventually, mingles with the
ocean, and, a few miles beyond, there is a similar one, which is
tributary to the Mississippi. Here, then, resides the mi~hty River God,
of the tlleghanies who cat'ries an u-rn, undet> each arm, from one of
which, he nresses the waters of the east; fl'.'om the othel'.', those of
the west,
My ·dnd expanded as it floated 1'.'apidly, like a canoe, down the
"t'ivel'.', one moment dwelling, on the vest ocean, and then on that endless 1'.'ive"t', whose innumerable tributary streams, like veins and BPteries, in the heart of that ~rea t valley, fol'.'ming na tur8,l 1 inks and
bonds o~ common uni0n, which will forever t'emind the Deople of that
vast region, of their> kindred blood and kindred interests.

(

But I must not forget little Dennis Cellighan, who is neither
muscleman not' oystel".'man--and, at c1ny rate, would much rather have
the inside of an oyster, than its shell, I'll sweat> for him. Dennis
is a sol'.'t of "old man of' the mountains, a.s ~-rell 1,m own, in these Dat'ts,
as Dennis Bulgruddy was, on Muckslush Heath. He is an Irishman,
bones, true blue, µluck liver>, and lights, midriff, and all; and he
settled 1.n this Dlace, about the time the oyster' shells (imbedded in
a rock near-by) did, I believe: fol'.' the memory of man 1'."unneth not
to the contrary, of his living here. How he got here, the Lord only
knows, but here he is, and here he is likely to remain, and flou-r.-ish;
fol' no trouble evel'.' passes his door> without callin~, either, because
it is the only House of·Entertainment, fot> many miles, or> because
Dennis is such a. wag, pestilent, e.nd withal, a very honest fellow, which
for a publican, is prodig;ious. He may be knoi:,m, by being a 1 i ttle
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fellow, dressed in lon~, ring-tailed coat, with buttons about the
size of a pewter plate, a pair of breeches, made very loose, ornamented with new buckles, of massive workman-ship, and four square, or
near about: I won't be positive. He has e. mighty way of pulling
up his galligaskins, with one hand, and drawing the sleeve of the
othe-r, across his nose, at the same time, I supp<hse, because it "tickles" him.
·
His stockings were of mixed woolens, and had, in them, a pair
of small jolly, sho-rt, long, thick spindle legs, that precioitated
themselves, into his shoes, by means of two feet, at th~ end of them,
which said feet were rather short, but made up, in length.
He
wears a quequ of some two dozen hairs, which in their pt>imitive institution, seem to have been black, but are now like Hamlet, Seniors
beard, "a sa~le silver".
As Dennis will doubtless be remembered by posterity, I thought
it well to be narticular, in giving a description of him, which will
doubtless become vaulable, as he shall become extinct. We inquired
of Dennis, if we could get breakfast, being pretty "shar.-p set" with a
-ride of fourteen long miles. "Breakfast", said he, with infinite
gravity, "you can't get br>eakfast her>e 11 , :"I don't keep tavern any
more". "However, said he, after enjoying ou-r perplexity, "I em
not going to brea1.{fast, myself, but you al'.'e welcome to go snacks
with me 11 •
In a little time we were going away. Oliver, a traveling
companion, very gravely thanked him for his hospitality, without
offel'.'ing to pay him.. This made Dennis look ra the"!'.' blue, for he
thought it was carrying the joke a little too far. However, we
paid him, at length, in silver, at which he expressed no small astonishment, not having seen any, in a long time.
In the "'White Sulphur Springs Papel'.'s 11 , on page 20, we have a
view, of the younger Callaghan, in 1838:
"We stopped once more, on our road at Cellighan's, a great
brea 1(fasting house, thirteen ~iles, this side of the White Sulphur,
at the intersection of several mail routes. We wel'.'e very hospitably
entertajned, by the facetious, and obliging host--who never differs
in 09inion, with his i;;uests, on any subject thats not fat>e."
"Dennis Cpllaghan, the father of th?- present prop-r.ietor, was
immorte.lized by the author of "Weshrard Ho", long since.
"On what side of the question, are you Mr. C1:illighan"? said one
of ns, to him at part5.ng.
"Why, sir, I don't like to diffet-."

"I'm sure we don't; but how do you stand?"

(

"Why~

said my friend, "I am Ve.n Buren--Sub Treasury--Administl'.'ation--Ultra Whig."
"Well, said he, "Mr. Strange!', I am exactly where you a-re."
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The life of the road culminated, in the life at White Sulphur
Spl'.'ings, They wel'.'e justly called, the 11 Sa-ra toga of the South II fo-r,
next to that l'.'esort, they were the most noted watering place in
thls United States. They we-re :{nown, at a very ea-rly date, but
were not ouened, as a public -reso:l'.'t, until 1818 by Willia.'11 He-rnden,
who had leased the nroperty, fol'.' a pe-riod of ten years, f-rom the
Owner, James Caldwell. From that de.y, fo-r many yea.rs, the place
was c-r.owded with vis:Ltors, during the warm season, for- many years,
and, at this day, bids feir to be the most Dopular resort, in the
State. Hel'.'e were gathe-r.ed the P-r>esident, United States Senators,
Judges, Govenors, while whole f s mil ies, C&'lle throu;,:h, to mingle, in
the gay society, and to r>ecuperate their health.
"There is an arrival: It must be a family from the South,
from the extent of the t-r.ain, and the number of horses and vehicles.
Fil'.'st, comes the baggage wagon, then a young gentleman, on horse
back, then follows the "diligence'', containing the childr~n, nurses
and hand boxes ; After that, comes a closed carriage, with the ladies
of the family; then the gentleman, himself, riding after, and the
cavalcade is brought up, by several other vehicles, and servants, as outriders."
So many classes of people, were sure to attract a crowd of physcians, phrenolo gists, dentists, and itinerant jewele-rs, to fatten
on the purses, and impose upon the credulity, of the inexperienced.
The t-raveling museum, with its wax figures, ·snakes, Indian costumes,
wolves, and other animals, sometimes pass~d through. Deer were
plentiful, in the vicinity. A son of the proprietor, owned a pack
of sixty hounds, in 1838. The season opened, in August, and continued
four months, e.lmost without inte-r>ruption. The deer were so plentiful, that the ladies often witnessed the hunt, from their ca-rriages.
So, venison was a cormnon a-r.ticle of diet.
"The enjoyment and merr>iment we-r.e 1'."are, the chare.cte:r:-s we"t'e
originr_l, the sto1'ies we-re new, and good, the songs were new. The
traveler is seldom favored with such a treat. Claret was the general
drink , I believe, among the fox hunters of old, but hock anpeared
to be the favorite beverage here. Among the many spar1ding songs
is the following which was dedicated to the virtues of hock:
Away, with ell grief,
And let us be merry,
And fill up the bumpers, of wine;
And let it not be, with Me.deira or Sherry,
But Hock. Give us Hock.
Sparkling Hock, from the Rhine.
For, Hock is the wine,
And it came from the Rhine
From the land , of old legend and song,
And drink as we may,
The heart rises gay,
As nip;ht, with her sh1:1des,
And he-r joys, fly alon~,
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When we drink of its nectar,
The fancy in dreams,
Wanders away to soft, flowing streams;
To the land, where the maidens, are tilling the vine,
And pressing the grape,
On the banks of the Rhine.
And, now, let it be through,
This le.nd of the free,
Far and wide, on her bright banners spread.
While beauty shall shine,
That Hock is the wine,
Through summer and winter,
1 Til youth shall have fled.
It was estimated, that there were six thousand persons, at this
res,.,rt, in 1838. The follcwing; statement, for 1835, will give an
idea of the real number of people here, in the days, when the road
was in its prime:
"Already, there is a. vast concourse of stra.nge-r>s, f-rom the No-rth
and the South; the East and the West, coming from the din and bustle
of the cities, or the baneful miasmata, of the ma~shes, to find
health and pleasure, at the Virginia Springs, among which this shines
fo1'.'th: "Ut luna inter minores sidet>es". (Folks, in those days,
quoted Latin, to boast of their leat>ning.)
It was estimated that the buildings, for 1836, would accomodate
four hundred persons, st one time. And yet, as previously narr2ted,
it was found necessaey and profitable, to erect many other large hotels, at a distance of five, or six miles, to accomodate the overflow.
Henry Howe visited this region, in 1846, and hes left us a drawing, sho't-1 inP-: a. number of the buildings. This is reproduced on page

---

"The S-orings a1'.'e situated in a narrow vale, between the s-o urs
of the Leut>el Mountains".
Besides the 1tfuite Sulphur, numerous other sJrings, were in the
viclnity: The Warm Springs for> forty miles, on the road, towal'.'ds
Staunton. Besides these are the Hot Spt>ings, the Sweet Springs,
the Red Sul~hur, the Salt Sul~hur, each of which was supposed to
have its o~m, peculiar curative oroperties.
"Travelers, to the S-prings, from the Nor-th, generally come by
way of Weshington, whet>e they take the steamboat, to Fredericksburg,
sixty miles away. The t>emaining pat>t of the journey, is by land
tt'avel, o~er a very good, mountainous road, for the last one hundred
miles of the route. Tt'avelers by the :public stage re~.ch Chal'.'lottesville, at the close of the first day, after- leavin~ Washin~ton,
passing th-r.ough Staunton, on the next day; breakfasting, at the
Warm Spt>ings, on the morning of the third day, and al'.'t'iving, at the
White Sul-ohut>, the same evening."
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